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Doing diversity: pilot program continues 
The effort to develop withm the 
WPI student body a deeper apprecia-
tion of diversity is an ongoing one. It 
is also an effort which everyone must 
play a role. To this end, the Student 
Life Office has begun a pilot program 
which allempts to raise the conscious-
nes.~ of tudents on issues of diversity. 
The first program, held in Novem-
ber of 1991, brought diversity con-
sultant Doug Cureton to campus and 
was titled "One Person Can Make n 
Difference.'' Approximately 70 WPI 
students anended the program which 
featured a number of exercises. Many 
of the exercises heightened the 
panicipant's awareness of his or her 
own feelings on diversity. Result~> for 
moM panicipants were surpnsing and 
thought-provoking. 
The ~>econd program is scheduled 
for Wednesday, February 12m World 
House and is titled. 'True Colors'. 
The focus of the program is n video 
segment that appeared on ABC's news 
magazine, Prime Time Live. The 
segment explored the ways in which 
society treats people differently solely 
on the basis of color. The segment 
uses actual footage of interactions 
captured with hidden cameras. After 
the video. two diversity consultants 
from tbe Digital Equipment Corpora-
The Student Newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Lion will lead an informal discussion. 
A third program, still in the plan-
ning stages, is scheduled for March. Lt 
is being planned in conjunction with a 
number of student organizations and 
will center around the issue of AIDS 
awareness. Despite the data that iden-
tifies college-age students as the group 
at risk in the next decade. many stu-
dents still hold outdated stereotypes 
of how AIDS and the HIV virus are 
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contracted. The event promises to be 
exciting, emotional and educational. 
Other auempts at raising 'diversity 
consciousness' will be identified by 
the multicolored, jigsaw puzzle hean 
that was prominent in the posters for 
the initial event. The symbol repre-
sents the need to bring all the piece!. 
together to solve the issues of diver· 
sity if we are to truly have a caring 
community. 
WPI College Bowl Team preparing for nationals 
After a lengthy double-elimination 
campus tournament, the WPI college 
Bowl Team is prepared to take on all 
comers tn the next month. The road to 
the national competit ion began last 
weekend with an invitational tourna-
ment in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
known as the ·Penn Bowl'. While the 
team had a few setbacks, the experi-
ence of matching wits with teams 
outside WPI 's home region proved 
invaluable. 
Competition continues tonight and 
Wednesday as the team goes head to 
head against teams from Worcester's 
other consonium colleges. While the 
big schools such as Clark and Holy 
Cross are expected to provide a chal-
lenge, the smaller kid!> on the block, 
such as Quinsigamond Community 
College and Anna Maria college, 
shouldn' t be counted out. The number 
of older, non-traditional students at 
those schools could provide a few 
upsets. 
The team will take a few weeks off 
in mid-February before putting it all 
Select your ·major or career 
on the line at the Region One Tourna-
ment in late February. The winner of 
the tournament recc1ves a bid to the 
national competition later in the spring. 
This year's reg1onal IS being held at 
Fitchburg State College in Fitchburg, 
Massnchu~etts. It is sure to pit WPI's 
first team against uch daunting rivals 
as Williams College (last years re-
gional winner), and perennial favorite 
MIT. 
While one team of four (plus an 
alternate) pnnicipate in any tourna-
ment, the current team features ten 
outstanding players that can be ' mixed 
and matched' to yield the strongest 
four person combination. The current 
roster is: James Sambrook, '94, an 
MEA-NEmaJorfromSpringfieldMA; 
Glenn Hiltpold, '92. an MA major 
from Longmeadow, MA; Kevin King. 
If you've ever wished you could 
talk to someone working in the field 
you're majoring in, you' ll have the 
perfect opponunity next Tuesday 
evenang . .. What to Be or Not to Be", 
which is co-sponsored by the Alumni 
Association and the Major Selection 
Program, will take place in the Lower 
Wedge from 7 - 9:30p.m. Tuesday, 
Feb. II th. Over 25 alumni represent-
ing the full range of majors and ca-
reers available to WPI students will be 
on hand to talk about their careers and 
answer your questions. Participating 
alumru work at a wide variety of com-
panies, including Digital, Monsanto, 
Pepsi, Andersen Consulting. O'Brien 
& Gere, Aetna and Polaroid. The 
alumni will repeat their presentations 
three times during the course of the 
evening so you will have the opportu-
nity to hear about three d ifferent ma-
jors, or areas of concentration to se-
lect. For example, you'll have the 
opponunjtytohearfrom alumni work-
ing in aerospace, design and materials 
science. If you haven't chosen a ma-
jor yet. you'll be able to talk w1th 
alumni who majored in different fields 
and compare notes on the kind of work 
they do. And if you're thinking about 
professional degrees beyond your un-
WPI Men's Basketball 
NCWSN.Ut STAJ'P PltarO / 5\JE MACI'tiUSOH 
Chris Richards soars over two Coast Guard players in a 
drive for the hoop during last Saturday night's game. 
dergraduate degree , you' ll have a 
chance to hear about medicine, law, 
fire protection engineering and teach-
ing. 
For more information. or to pre-
register, stop by the Major Selection 
Program Office in Boynton Hall, first 
floor. 
Complex, yet 
\ 
absurd drama 
by Tricio Gagnon 
Cllusof '95 
An open mind was what they a'lked 
for. as the casts of the MW Repertory 
Theater Company, etc. ( MW Rep ) 
showed perplexed their audiences 
Thursday. Friday. and Saturday nights 
in Gompei 's Place. D1e Bald Soprano 
by Eugene Ionesco and Endeamc by 
Samuel Beckett transfixed the audi-
ence through their unique styles of 
complex yet absurd drama. 
lonesco 1.atiri1e the Enghsh in a 
most extraordinary way in h1s play 
The Bald Soprano. " I am your Jude 
fire hose.'' said the maid. but not even 
a lire hose could have dampened the 
comical effect of the disorderly dia-
logue. Helene Anderson directed a 
mostly inexperienced cast, in an ex-
cellent effon to preform a difficult 
dramatic style. Carrying on many 
"cunous and bi1.arre" conversations 
the two couples. the Manins (Jonathan 
Drummey and Jennifer Harmon) and 
the Smiths (Chris Smith :md Rebecca 
McFarland) jom each other for a late 
night get together, that was to entail 
dinner, but instead JUSI COnSIStS of 
storytell ing. Joining them in their 
antics is the fireman, played by James 
Moore. who it is discovered is a friend/ 
possible lover of their maid (Ro~tanne 
Tisch). "Nothing is sane", yet through 
the hilarity of events, lonesco proves 
that mastery of confusion provides a 
delightful ovenone. One of the most 
perplexing conversations takes place 
between the Manin'l. A<; they try to 
decipher where it is they have met 
before, not at first havmg any deduc-
tion that they are married, they trace 
back the steps of their last two days all 
the way to their bedroom(s). To real-
ize that. that must be where they have 
met and that they are mamed and have 
the same daughter. Until. Sherlock 
Holmes (beuer known as the maid) 
enters the scene. and deducts, that 
there are mdeed two children and all 
of the coincidences, down to the fact 
that both children have one red eye 
and' one white eye are indeed just that, 
·•coincidences" and they are not mar-
ried just caught in an illusion. This 
ongoing amusement provided by 
Jonathan and Jennifer was a comical 
climax of the show. 
Samuel Beckett 's Endume 
brought a senous ovenone to the pub 
as William Kat.tman's cast of only 
four, enticed the audience to form an 
insight into the future existence, and 
destruction of man and our world. An 
intriguing display of frustration and 
hostility, the realistic msight into the 
future gave me "the shivers" as Clov 
(Rob Douglas) and I famm (CraigJohn-
son) discussed their present life style. 
Adding to the vengefulness. Nagg 
(Brian Weissman) added the Oscar 
the Grouch effect. appearing out of his 
garbage can to add further remof!.-e 
and fru !ration to the mood. Nell 
(Dawn Varacchi) accompanied Nagg 
in his old age and remorse carrying on 
conversation and always recollecting 
on the past. Absurd yet realistic,the 
performance caught the audience and 
did not release their minds until the 
end of the game. 
There Will be more dramatic pro-
duction Inter thi~ term. Look for the 
MasqueC-Term <;how,Tbe BQysNext 
~.by Tom Griffiths February 20th, 
21st, and 22nd. 
'92, a MA major from Franklin, MA: 
Mike Tocci, '92: a MA Major from 
Franklin, MA: Rick Stanard, '92: a 
MEmnjorfromSouthLee,MA: Adam 
Adams, '95. a BB major from Pon 
Orchard. VA; Brain Gerry, '94, a CH 
major from Swansen, MA; Bob 
O'Malley, '95. an ED major from 
Ramstein Germany: Steven 
Mastroyin, '94, a ME major from 
Springfield, MA; and Keith Cheverie, 
'92, a MG major from Eliot, ME. 
"Backstage 
Musical" at 
Foothills 
by Jennifer Ka11kJJ 
Fealures Edilor 
From now until February 16, ~ 
Great American Backstaee Musical is 
playing at the Foothills Theater lo-
cated next to the Galleria on the coun-
yard at Worcester Center. For a stu-
dent rush ticket price of six dollars. 
the show IS definiety wonh it. 
The Great American Backuaee 
MwkA! is taken from the book by B1ll 
Solly and Donald Ward and the music 
and lyrics are by Bill Solly. The cast 
is made up of six people; Karen Oster 
as Sylvia, Chip Phillips as Harry. 
Phoebe McBride as Kelly, John Davin 
as Banjo, Kevin Pariseau as Johnny. 
and Barbara Reierson as Constance. 
The musical score was performed by 
Arthur Finstein, Jonathan Goldberg. 
and Paul Kat7 on piano, and M1ck 
Lewander on percussion. Together, 
the actors and musicians create an 
incredible sound that keeps the audi-
ence tapping their feet. 
The musical opens up with a stage 
that has sliding walls with wooden 
frames and thin cloth so the audience 
can see through the .. walls." The 
musicians began playing before it be-
gan and the mus•c was so enjoyable at 
the beginning that the audience 
couldn't help but get caught up m the 
beat. When the play began. it opened 
up backstage in Johnny's Bar and 
Grill. a hole-in-the-wall theater in New 
York City in 1939. Johnny owns the 
bar, as it is called , and writes the 
music the actors perform at his place. 
We find out right away that there is a 
love interest between Kelly and Johnny 
and that this is going to cause a con-
met eventually. Their first song is 
''Nobody Listens to the Opening Num-
ber" wh1ch had such funny lyrics. The 
next number is a very comical one 
about a woman (Sylvia), who has 
"Crumb~ in her Bed." These actors all 
hnvedreamsofmaking it big on Broad-
See 'Fo01hills' page 2 
unity 
8 
WPI History: 
Chronicles debut 
••What's 
Happening" Sse,.,. 4 & 5 SeepageS Seepage 12 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
Fred and "Boy Scientist" 
entertain campus 
by Erik Currin 
Associate EdiJor 
Fnday .two comedian!> teamed up for an hour 
and a half show for the Two Tower After Hours 
prel>enution. The fir;t comedian. Fred (no last 
name), opened the show wnh a very laid back 
style of comedy. His targe t~ for jokes included 
himself, his family. the dating scene in the 
nineues; and assoned other topic!>. His punch 
lines relied mainly on fucial expression and 
timing, and he was reasonably funny. 
Mike Bent "the boy scientist" followed Fred 
up with a loud, visual, and prop oriented act. 
Where Fred had been laid back. Mike was ener-
getic. Mike'!> jokes ~ere a miJtture of blatant 
shock-the- audience type and the more thought 
oriented jokes that many people laughed at five 
or ten second~ later. His act all>o con~iMed of a 
couple magician·~ tncks. mcludmg a card trick 
which he later explained to the audience. · 
Jhs best JOke of the night involved "smell-a-
vision." He pa'>sed out cardboard cards for the 
whole audience and read a story. As he read the 
'>tory, he had the audience scratch and sniff the 
number on the card. His story read o;omcthing 
like " I walked into the house and -;aw cardboard 
(smell #I). I got a gla.~s of water (smell #2). next 
to the beige (l>mell #3) couch ... " 
The \how was overall preuy good. and well 
wonh the two dollar-.. Rcfre,hment\ were 
-;crvcd and w1ll be again in future -;hows. 
Musical at Foothills Theater 
colllinuedfrom page I 
way or in Hollywood but for now they build 
their bond of friendship at Johnny's. One song 
they do about England that gets their bar some 
recognition is one called ''Cheerio" which is a 
.. ombernumber about two people leaving but not 
gone forever. They perform thil> ~ong for the 
famous Constance Duqueue from England who 
only stopped at the bar becau~e her driver took a 
wrong tum. She 1s a famou~ performer from 
England who wants Johnny to go to England 
w1th her by seducing him with a song called 
''You Should Be Being Made Love To." Mean-
while. Kelly and Harry (who IS in love with 
Kelly) go to the Shubert Theater. a very !>uccel>S· 
fu l theater down the street, to try and sell some 
of Johnny's songs. However. Mr. Shuben was 
more impressed with Kelly'~o perfonnance that 
he wants her to Mar in his <>how. She refuse!> 
because she wants Johnny's o;ongl> to be famous. 
not her. Shortly after the audiuon she sec 
Johnny (who unbelnowno;t to her hn.'> bought her 
an engagement nng) and tell-; h1m what hap-
pened. He wants her to take the JOb but!>he says 
INFORMATION 
no. TI1en he tells her he's going to England w1th 
Constance ~o Kelly might as well go to the 
Shubert Theater. Heartbroken. she doc!> and 
becomes a famou'i movie star. A few yent'> later. 
the war start'> and Banjo. Harry. and Johnny go 
to Europe. Harry become!> a doctor m the arm) 
and Johnny and BanJO perform for the soldier. 
on the front line. Kelly goc~ to Europe to 
perform for the LtOOp<; and find-. Johnny in a 
ho:.pital because he get\ mjured from \hrapnel. 
Kelly s1ngl> "Chcerio" for Johnny at the ho\pllal 
while he IS unconscious and leave~ . The la\J 
scene takes place back at Johnny·~ Bar wh1ch has 
recently been ~old. Sylvia had ~taycd and waited 
on tuble~ and is ~upri<.ed when she find'> out that 
Harry hr" bought the bar. There i'> a happy 
ending. 
Thl\ muo;ical was very well done and com-
bined wonderful music" ith incered1ble tulcnl m 
c;ingmg and performing. Phoebe McBride d1d a 
wonderful JOb a.., Kelly a~ did the other t~ctor .. and 
actre'>'>C'> m pcrfonning the1r roles Th1' I'> 
dcfinitcl) one musical not 10 m1". 
Meet the Arnold Air Society 
by Chris Scruton 
CIMs of'94 
February 3-7 is A mold A1r Soc1ety education 
week. The Arnold Air Soc1ety (AAS) IS a 
nauonal, professional. honorary !>ervice organi-
Lation of selected cadet!> from A1r Force ROTC. 
Many of the colleges and universities around the 
country who have AFROTC detachments also 
have AAS squadrons. All of these squadrons and 
those within them have a commitment to donate 
time and energy to the positive development of 
the corps. school, and the commumty. These arc 
accomplished by doing service projects. every-
thing from can drives and park clean-ups. to 
donatmg time and money to charitable organiza-
tions. The projects allow AAS members to 
Women's 
Mento ring 
Program 
ln the weeks ahead, all WPI female under-
graduates will be receiving an invitation to par-
ticipate in the Women's Mentoring Program. 
This program is an outgrowth of the former Big 
Siltier /Little Sister Program: however. it fo-
cuses on the more contempomry concept of 
"mentoring'' and offers opponumties through-
out the entire year for new female !.tudenL<> to 
become beller connected wnh other women on 
campus. as well as with those opponunitie~ and 
!>Upport serv1ccs specific to WPI women. 
A group of female undergraduate!> under the 
leadership of Tory Pe~ek brought the former Lt. 
Governor of Massachusem, Evelyn Murphy. to 
campus in December. A sor.1al event IS being 
planned for C-term and a Women's Opponunny 
Fa1r is scheduled forD-term. Once again incom-
ing female student:. will be pa1red with upper-
class women. nw .. opportunity is also being 
made to women in the class of '95. 
It is hoped that as a result oft hill program, new 
female students will have an ea1>1er time adjust-
mg to a predommately male env1ronment and 
feel better connected to the WPI communny. 
For more information. please contact the Sw-
dent Life Office. 
develop ah1 li11e!> that w1ll help them a\ off1cer' 
111 the A1r Force. and in life. 
Recently AAS ha!. held a major can dnvc on 
the WPI and Holy Crosl> carnpu~e\ Run a\ a 
fund ra1..cr. th1s project brought m fund\ that 
allowed u~ to donate to POW 1M lA organitauon' 
and to a project that houses families of chron1 
cally 1ll active duty officer.. and enli,ted. We 
have aho donated time to the renovation of the 
old armory on Sali:.bury Street to be used as a 
home for veterans. Many, many more prOJects 
are in the plannmg 'ltagcs for this semeMer. 
For those nottn AFROTC but are interested in 
AAS. a Silver Wing!> A~ociation hru. been char-
tered at WPI. The SWS is a national organi7.a-
tion of person!> who have chosen to suppon the 
mi 'ISion of AAS. 
WPI COMPUTER SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT 
Seminar/Meeting Schedule 
February 6· 1 0, 1992 
THURSDAY, February 6 
AI Research Group Seminar. 11 :00. Fuller 
Labs 311 
(Prof. David Brown, coordinator) 
Topic· REPORT ON THE NASA 
KNOWLEDGE BASED SYSTEMS VERIFI-
CATION AND VALIDATION WORKSHOP 
AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, 
FEBRUARY 3 & 4, 1992 
Speal..er: Prof. Lee Becker. WPI CS Dept. 
WACfS (Worce~ter Area Complexity 
Theory Seminar), 4:00-5:30, 
••• At Clark University th1s week, 
Woodland Hall, Room 3 ••• 
(Prof. Roy Rubinstein. coordinator) 
Topic: D= NP 
Speaker: Anhur Chou. Clark Umver~uy 
MONDAY, February 10 
PEDS Seminar (Perfonnance Evaluation of 
Distributed Systems), 
I I :00, Fuller Labs 246 
(Prof. David Finkel & Prof. Cmig Will!>, 
coordinators) 
Top1c: AN OVERVIEW OF TilE 
CHORUS DISTRIBUTED OPERATING 
SYSTEM 
Speaker. Domiruc Giampaolo, 
WPI CS Dept 
Worcester's night life uncovered 
by Rebecca McFarland 
Class o/'94 
All of you who think that there is nothing to 
do on the weekend e"<cept pia) ANOTHER game 
of quarters obviou~ly have never heard of WAG 
(Worce! tcr Anim' Group), where two concerts 
were held this weekend WAG, a non-profit 
organization. gets local mu:.icians to play 
throughout the week. a' well as holdmg an and 
photograph) cxhib1h, movie nights. and open 
mic nights. 
Friday night a Worcester band, Friends of Ed, 
opened for Bo\ton·., Mighty Mighty Bosstones. 
Friends of Ed were your typical high school 
hardcore band with your typical high school 
hardcorc crowd: don't go out of your way to see 
them. Although there were a few problems with 
the sound equipment. and a few ovenealous fam 
m the crowd. the Bos\!Ones played an excellent 
~how. the fiN on their record release tour. They 
played o;cvcral .,ong~ off of their new album, a~ 
well as old "cla'l\ic" Bo"tones songs that get 
played at every \hO~. If you hke loka/hardcorc 
music and mis~ed the Bostones at WPI when 
they came in December, as well as the WAG 
show, then catch them the next chance you get. 
II i<; definitely worth the wait in line for tickets. 
The excitement continued when Saturday 
night Colossal Amoeba of Rhode bland and 
Banshee Bribe of Worce\ler opened for Sleep-
chamber of Bo\ton. Although their sound could 
have been m1).cd bcuer. Colo\\al Amoeba. a 
dance mdustnal band. still put on un excellent 
!>how, the moM remarkable feature of which 
bemg televisions set up at various places around 
the l>lllge di~playing computer groph1c~. Ban-
shee Bribe were good but more of a dance music 
band. I had ..een both band~ in November and 
they have both markedly improved since then. 
Finally, Sleepchambcr came onto the 'itage. 
bummg their trademark mcense 1n naming 
cones and blowing smoke from a \moke ma-
chme onto the aud1ence. The show began with 
building guuar feedback and keyboard chords, 
and finally John Zewia, the lead singer, came 
onto the stage and started the first song. They 
sounded preuy good. but were somewhat disap-
pointing, a\ we have seen them previously in 
Boston wuh a beuer sound system and full Mage 
show In add111on. the crowd at WAG mcluded 
several obnoxious hardcore fan' who Maned 
trouhle with -.everal people in the audience. 
spoilmg the evening for many of the people who 
uncnded. However. the last song wa-. one thllt1" 
almost always done well: an energetiC cover of 
··The L1ght Pour Out Ov Me", originally done by 
Magatine. 
My advice? Don't see Slcepehambcr at 
WAG, but if you get a chance DEFINITF.L Y go 
see them at a Boston club. And check out 
Collo\ul Amoeba along with another excellent 
local hand, You Shriek. at Ralph \ on February 
13. Finally. !>lop saying that there I'> nothmg to 
do here You JU'It have to know where to look. 
SSA plans art show 
Are you an anist '~ Or do youjubl play one on 
T.V? Either way, you <;hould be getting in-
volved with the Student~ for Social Awarenes!-
An Festival, which is taking place in the Lowor 
Wedge on Saturday. March 21. 
If you have poem<,. songs. nifty photo-
graphs, sculpturcc;, drawings, or a.nyother kind 
ofartsy stuff, submll now! To submit. you must 
send to us (ul> bcmg Barbara Doyle, box 2960. 
Christine Jeo;cn~ky. bo>. 2708, or the SSA) a 
notice of who you are. ho~ togct uhold of you 
(phone, email, box number), and what it is you 
want to !>how off/perlonn Th1s note should be 
received by someone in SSA by March I st. 
Submit early, submit often.lfyou don't want to 
submit your stuff to us, come see the shows! 
All day we will be having events as well as 
inanimate an objects, with bands to play in the 
evening. The requested donation is 'a buck or 
acan'forthe whole day. This means we ask you 
to bring to us a dollar, or a canned food-type 
Item. or both, if you are feeling generous. 
The money and food will be gomg to the PIP 
c;heher in Worce tcr, a prograrntargeted by the 
WorceMer Commiuee on Homele:;sness and 
Housing as having "saved thousand~ of lives 
over the years and now needs our help" due to 
su11e funding cut:.. 
t1!2":~;: /. · · ,,,·::.·.::1,~'":·:·:; ., __ ···~:~rr~:::::,··':':~;~~;;m~~~~i%?l.~~:J-~}r:v:~~~,,~;:~~\:~~r::~~~~~~~: 
!i::.:., :v.:.": .~,··. · · ~;;,L.~ ::: '. '' ··<*~;!j:.: ·:·:;;- ··":.~ :: ·:'L.:'::-.:. i·: ... '. ' .:~ .:::.::·:~)·:~~::: .. :::./:~;:., .::.{:\(. · · ::.\: .. :·):\ 
START TANNING NOW FOR SPRING 
BREAK! 
Student Split: 
2 Students split a 20 visit package for 
only $62! 
1 0°/o off packages of 1 0 visits or more 
Unlimited parking at Northworks 
Marketplace 
1 08 Grove St. 
752-5715 
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SPORTS 
WPI hands out postseason football awards 
The football team held 11:. annual breakup 
banquet Saturday evening and !.everal player~> 
walked away with awards. 
Sophomore tmlback J~on Wooley wa<; se-
lected as the team MVP followmg a season m 
which he ru\hcd for I ,213 yard-. and 16 touch-
down~. 
Junior outside linebacker Mall Teguis was 
Football 
captains 
named 
The Worce~tcr Polytechnic ln'>lllutc Fo<11 
ball squad I'I!Ccntly named ih team captain' for 
the 1992 'cn,tm at the annual football award' 
banquet Saturday night. 
Serving a' Captaino, for the 102nd WPJ 
varsity football team will be Mil.e Ingrum, 
Brian Mylou. Peter Perivolar.tkis and Ja,on 
Scou. aJI member'> of Lhc cia-,, of 199.l 
Ingram a free '>afet). recorded 72 tacl.lc'> 
and four pa~'> denection~ for the Enginecr..thl' 
\Cason. He was a main rca~on why the oppo~­
ing team'> could mu~tcr up UJI uvcrage of just 
119.3 yard'> of pa'>smg a gumc. 
M) lou a wide receiver, ..ct a new <,chool 
record th1'l year by making 58 reception ... Hi -. 
catche~ accounted for I ,033 }ard' and n1nc 
scores. lie was a second team All- New Eng-
land 'election. 
Perivolarakio; turned in a dominating sca<,on 
at defen<,tvc tackle. He wa\ 'elected a-; a fiN 
team All-New England player after leading the 
Engtneers wuh 12 quarterback sack'> and fin-
ishing second in tackles with 91. 
Scott was u key ingredient of the offensive 
line that helped the Engineers average 33.3 
points and 428.6 yards of total offense per 
game. He was a chosen to the second team All-
New England at Lhe position of tackle. 
WPl registered a 7-2 regular season record 
Lhis year and earned a berth in lhe ECAC 
Division Ill Northeast Football Championship 
Game. It wa!> the first trip to post-season play 
for a WPJ footbaJJ squad. 
APARTMENTS FOR 
RENT 
Available June 1st 
Now showing 
Apts. practically on campus. 
Heat, hot water included. Off· 
street parking. Clean, quiet 
secure building. 
Call 791·5no 
cited a!> the most outstanding defensive back 
after recording 5 1 tack les and five sack\. 
Jumor Peter Perivolurakis won Lhe award U'\ 
the bcM defen~ivc lineman. He made 9J tacklc:. 
and sacked the quanerback 12 ume~. 
Senior Bnan Reilly was honored 3S the top 
offensive lineman while junior reciever Brian 
Mylott wus named the outstanding offensive 
back after sett ing a school record with 58 grabs 
thi' \CJ\On. 
Senior linebader Pat Tompl.ins captured 
the "llammcr Award" a' the team's leadmg 
WPI Sports 
Varsity Sports 
Me11'1 lla\~t·lhall (7-7} 
25 January AT Clarl. Un L 80-67 
29 January AT Trinity L 6().. 53 
I February Coa:.t Guurd@; 7:30 PM 
4 February Norwich @ 7:.10 PM 
6 February AT SutToll. U. (a. 7:30 PM 
8 February AT Tuft, @ 7: "' PM 
I I Fchrmtr) Nichol'> (ii 7:10PM 
23 Janu:~r} Mt. llolyok W 79- 69 
:!5 Januaf) AT Smuh Cnll L 58- 45 
29 Januaf) Brande" U L 61 55 
I Februaf) Bate' (ft 2:00 PM 
4 February AT Wclle'>lcy C(a) 7:00 PM 
6 February AT MIT 0> 7:30PM 
8 February AT Clarl. U (ri> 2:00 PM 
I I February AT Amhmt C @ 7:()() PM 
Wre.ulm.'l ( 10-3 J 
25 January AT Trinity/ W 3!!- 6 
Sl.idmore W 5J 2 
William!. W 27- I!! 
2 Febnmry Plymouth St.INV(li) 9:00AM 
4 February Coa .... t Guard@ 7:00 PM 
8 February Wesleyan @ I :00 PM 
M en' 1 Swunming (3-5) 
25 January AT UMas., Dar L 137-105 
29 January Clark U. W 63- 56 
I February AT Salm St(MA)@ 1:00PM 
4 February AT Bridgewater@ 7:00 PM 
10 February AT Brandies U@ 7:00PM 
Women's 511'lmming (4-6} 
25 January AT UMas~ Dar W 140- 85 
28 January Regis L 66- 54 
30 January AT Simmons W 154- 122 
I February AT Salm SttMA)@ I :()() PM 
4 February AT Bndgewuter@ 7:(){) PM 
6 February AT Bnmde" U @ 7:(10 PM 
Men ' 1 I wt/., 
I Fehrual} CITY MEl:. I @IIC (ii '1:10 PM 
Club Sport'> 
(No Result<. /wai l1ble before 1/22/92 
wi ll print when available) 
25 Janu.tf) AT CCRI L 6- 2 
27 Januaf) AT Fran!. P1er W 13- I 
31 Janu.tf) AT U Ddav. nrc (a !!:{){) PM 
I FehniUT) AT Nav) Tournament 
2 Fcbnmry U. Maryland (ft 4:00 PM 
6 F~bruaf)' AT Keene St. @ !!:45 PM 
!! February AT U. R.I. @6:15PM 
(Some Resu lt ~ Available) 
17 January AT Wildcm(Nli)Lo'c 
25 Janu<~ry AT Loon Mt.(NH> -January 26 
I Fcbru.uy AT Burke Mt -February 2 
8 February AT K1hngton <VTI -February 9 
W nmcn' s S~iinx 
(No Results Available) 
17 January AT Wildcat(NH) Founh Place 
25 January AT Loon Mt.(NH) -January 26 
I February AT Burke Mt. -February 2 
8 February AT Kilington (VT) -Febraury 9 
Men·} Volleyball 
2 February UMass(Amh.&Lowl)@ 12:00 PM 
6 February Bryant College @ 7:00 PM 
9 February Wor.St.&Nrthestm@ 12:00 PM 
II FebruQry AT Providence Coli.@ 7:00PM 
Any club sports who wi'h their re!.ults publi<>hcd here should send them to: New~peal., box 2700. 
E-mail to new'>pcak, or call 831-5464. We would also like a <>chedule for each team so that we can 
publi~h the next week\ event<.,. In the intcrc<.,t of stmplicity all '>wimming -;core' are rounded to the 
neare.l>t whole poinL. but at the end of the 'eao;on wtll be pnnted m complete form. As a point of 
mformauon any an1cle' on Sportmg Event'> will be happil) accepted. The deadline IS Fnday @5pm. 
WPI s~immer voyages across the pool against Clark last ~eek. 
tackler. He made 93 th1s year to go along with 
two interceptions. 
Frc\hman punter Stan Farrell was selected 
as the squad's top '>pecialteams player. Farrell 
averaged 35.9 yards on 27 kicks this season. 
Fre~hman comer back Khalid Rucker won 
the rookie of the year award. Rucker led the 
team in interception~ with five and yards per 
kick return at 24.7. 
c __ s_p_ort_s _s_n_ip_it_s __ )
Ja,on Golden wa~ named Con~tituuon Athletic 
Conference Player uf the Wee!. lor the wee!. 
end1ng Junuary 26. lie walt abo named to the 
wcel.ly ECAC/Holiday Inn l lonor Roll for the 
'arne ""eel. 
Ja,on Golden ha-, 55 hlocl.ed shot \ thl'> ..ca\on 
"h1ch breal.' the old WPI record ol49 <,et m the 
IIJX3 19!!4 1.ca~on by John Loonie 
The Men·~ Ba~kcthallteam face~ a tough Nor-
Wilh team m their thtrd conference game 
\ft·n·.l Su 1111111ing 
John Gam a wu-. a double wmner m the 60 meter 
~md 100 meter free,tyle events with time~ of 
2!!.5 and 49.02 rc'pccuvcly tn wpr., wm over 
Clarl. (63-56). 
Chri'> P1v qualified for the Divi,ion Il l New 
Englund'' 10 both the 55 meter hurdle' and the 
long Jump. He al<.,o qualified for the .til dlvi-
'1011., Nc"" England·, m the 55 meter hurdles. 
The Wrc:.thng team ha\ a big match Tuesday 
agatmt the midshipmen from Coast Guard. 
Mt'fl 's \ o//t>yha/1 
Stan~ this week ... best of luck in your )CU\On. 
Swimming: 
Women 
split two; 
Men beaten 
by Alyce Pack 
Clo~s of'95 
The Rcgb College wnmen·, '"'m team 
ddcntud our ""omen·, '"'m team on Tue ... day. 
Jnnuur. 28. with u o,core uf66 to 5-t. Jcn Sanna 
"·" th~· nnl> 1ndl\ idual \\ mncr '' 1th 'tctorie' 
tn the I<K> 11) anJ 160 mdl\ tdual medii:~ WPI 
.thn wnn the 4()() lr~·e rel;t) '' llh D. Sanna. L. 
Llu. T. /.ahurotl .• md R. Cu<;,on fini,luntt in a 
time of 4·1X.80. Tit~· women·, '""'m team ,,a., 
'tctonou' ugmn't L \1 \SS/D<~rtmouth la'>l 
!:i.tturd<~>· Janual') :!5th. J Sann.a ''·'"a duuhle 
w mner 111 the 50 frcc't) le and I(){) fly event'>. 
T. /.aharolT won the 200 freestyle. S. Pollard 
the Ill() tndh idual medic). D. Sanna the I 00 
frcc .. tylc .md M. Bou~her the :!00 ha~l.,tro~e 
The \\<Omen dtd e"'trcmel> well tn the 'iO frees-
t)' h.: when J. Sanna, D. Sanna, and L. Lau too\.. 
fiN, ~ccond and third place, respectively. The 
400 frcco,tyle relay wu' won by B. Drumbor, B 
Kuffel, C Bakerman'>. und S. Shroff wuh a 
ume of 5.13.71. The final .. core wa<. 116 WPJ. 
85 UMD. 
The men·, -;wim team suffered a lo" to 
U'VIASS/Danmouth la<.t Saturday. J Gama 
wa<, a tnple wmner 10 the 50 free<.tyle. 100 
frec~tylc, and 200 backc;trol.c event,. D. 
O'Donnell won the 200 Oy and D. Mttl.in won 
tht: 500 freesryle. The fmal score was 137 
UMD. 106 WPJ. 
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IQP Opportunities in a Developing Nation 
by Blond Addison, Jr. and Jim Rollings 
How much might WPI students contribute 
to the development of a Third World nation? 
Enough apparently that the U.S. Agency for 
International Development would select WPI 
over hundreds of other institutions for a 
$500,000 award to establish a university link-
Environmental 
.... ~ 
Pioneers to 
debut Idea 
by G.A.E.A 
We are pioneers of a new frontier--dle 
environmental frontier. 'There has never be-
fore been as much interest in this field . In our 
lifetimes we will see the first serious effons to 
clean up our environment. Do you want to be 
a pan of this rapidly developing field? Do 
YOU want to make a difference? 
We, the members of Global Awareness of 
Environmental Activity (C.A.E.A). are pro-
posing a new way to approach this problem. 
Recognizing that the key to instituting social 
and political change within the capitalist sys-
tem is making money, we are going to create a 
company which will introduce profit into the 
arena of environmental companies. The poten-
tial growth for such a company is limitless due 
to the ever-expanding scope of environmental 
problems. One potential area of pursuit is the 
hundreds of thousands of toxic waste sites 
nationwide which need to be cleaned up. We 
must force companies to clean up these sites by 
providjng an economical option for them to 
pur;uc. 
Since we are aware that mo~t new busi-
nesse.'> fa1l due to a tack of planning. we pro-
po~ the formation of a group of engmeering 
and other students to discus!. ideas for this 
company. Among the engmeen. we will split 
our~clves into three groups. Group I will enter 
the private market to sec how the Environ-
mental Engineering system opcmtes from the 
private finn's perspective. Group II will enter 
the Govemmentai/Admini 'itrational arena 
where they will concentrate on how a company 
would become involved in th1s arena. Group 
Ill will work on specific topiC!. of interest in 
Environmental research in graduate schools. 
In combination wtth lawyers. field workers, 
Graphics design majors and others. the engi-
neers in these groups will participate in an 
ongoing discussion and development of the 
company. After a specified period of time: we 
will find investors and enter the market with 
our combined knowledge and experience that 
will ensure that this company does not fait. 
The company will be a conglomerate that 
encompasses several fields. First we will form 
an ad agency to make the public aware of 
environmental problems within their neigh-
borhoods, and to convince companies to em-
ploy our company in the management of their 
environmental needs. We will also serve as 
company in the management of their environ-
mental needs. We will also serve as consult-
ants for companies which have to clean up their 
waste sites by providing a team of the nation's 
top engineers, trained in this area, to clean up 
their site for them, thereby saving them money 
they would otherwise have to invest in equip-
ment and training for their people. Finally a 
~nion of the profits will be invested in proj-
ects promoting a shift away from reliance on 
petrochemicals, the main technology respon-
sible for the environmental problems we now 
face. • 
As you can see the possibilities for this 
company are limitless but they cart not be 
realized without your panicipation. We will 
soon be graduating from one of the top engi-
neering schools in this counuy and, in combi-
nation with other schools' graduates, we could 
easily dominate this field. This is an invest-
ment in our future and the future of generations 
to come. 
We realize that you probably have questions 
about our idea and our focus and we can't tell 
you all of our ideas in this article so we ue 
inviting the entire campus to a meeting. The 
meeting will be this Thursday, February 6th. 
1992 at 7:00pm i.n Perreault Lecture Hall 
(Fuller Labs). There we will present our idea 
in full and provide the opportunity for a ques-
tion and answer seminar with a panel of se-
lected environment.a.l expens. 
This may be the most important meeting 
you will ever attend at WPI. It could decide 
your future and the future of life on this 
planet .... 
age with a technical and engineering school in 
Ecuador. In a stiff competition among some 
400 universi ties interested in the award. and 
among 84 proposals actually evaluated by the 
Agency, WPI emerged as one of only II insti-
tutions to receive a granL The award, matched 
by funds from other donors. will be used ~o 
establish a project center~omparable to what 
WPI has already in Washington, D.C .. or in 
London-in Guayaquil. Ecuador, at the Es-
cuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral 
(ESPOL). By reaching into the Thin! World, 
WPI's linkage with ESPOL helps md.ke the 
globaliuttion initlative all the more truly glo-
bal in that students now have an opportunity to 
team first hand that hi-tech and glitter are not 
to be found all over the world. 
The Agency for International Development 
is currently pursuing several initiatives 
through which it is hoped greater democracy 
and prosperity can be brought to developing 
nations by creating, from the grass roots up, an 
infrastructure supportive of such goals. All too 
often, even the most well intended foreign aid 
projects of the past were characterized by atop-
down mentality, arrogantly ignorant of local 
conditions and needs. A.I.D. is seeking 
through the university linkage program a true 
partnership between institutions in the devel-
oping world and United States, linkages that 
will be driven neither by theory nor a profit but 
by the sort of people-to-people interaction 
characteristic of a WPI JQP. The exchange of 
students and faculty between WPI and ESPOL 
wilt contribute significantly to the global 
awareness of both institutions. 
Ecuador is a nation with a great disparity in 
wealth distribution: some 40 percent of the 
national income goes to the richest5 percent of 
the population while 12 percent of the populace 
live in absolute poverty. It is estimated that 
less than half of the homes in Ecuador have 
indoor toilets or private phones. Ecuador's 
fast-growing population of 10.5 million people 
is 25 percent Indian, 55 percent mestizo, I 0 
percent Black, and I 0 percent of European 
origin. 
Guayaquil, a city of I .6 million, is a major 
port chara.cterized by commerce and industry 
and is a busy, noisy place not unlike Worcester. 
Guayaquil is the home of several major col-
leges and universities, one of which is the 
Escuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral 
(ESPOL). ESPOL is WPI's partner in the 
University Development Linkages Project and 
is very similar to WPI in student population 
size and technical focus. ESPOL is one of 
Ecuador's premier technical institutions and is 
located in a rural setting 5 km. from downtown 
Guayaquil. 
The first WPI IQP teams to be sent to 
Ecuador will address issues involving the envi-
ronment and the development of entrepre-
neurial initiatives. The "bootstrap" team, 
which wiU lay the groundwork for future proj-
ects, will go to Ecuador in B term, 1992. 
Preparation for the project requires parucipa-
tion in a pre-IQP course during A term. which 
will introduce students to Ecuadorian rustory. 
culture. and current political, socio-economic 
structure. and wiU help students develop or-
ganizational and research skills necessary to 
carry out a successful project. Some knowl-
edge of Spanish, for instance high school in-
struction. Is required. If you would like to 
apply for this program, contact Prof. Jim 
Rollings (ext. 5664). Prof. Bland Addison 
(ext. 5190), or Chuck Komik (ext. 5457). This 
year. the quincentenary of Columbus's en-
counter with the Western Hemisphere, is a 
good time to find out why this is not an event 
celebrated by all peoples of the world. 
PARLEZ-VOUS FRANCAIS? 
The WPI French Circle holds weekly meet-
ings open to all members of the community at 
which members practice their French- speak-
ing skills. All levels of francophone ability are 
in the Circle. including several members who 
come from France or other French-speaking 
nations as well as many others who have had 
only a few years in high school. Students from 
the French Institute at Assumption College 
also regularly anend. 
During the past year the Circle has had a 
spring banquet and a fall soiru. shown French-
language movies. acted as WPI guides for 
French-speaking Africans, and visited the 
Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal for a week-
end francais. Towe le monde est bienvenu, no 
maner what their level of French-speaking 
ability. To find out about the next meeting 
contact, Delphine Clomenil (Box 3000) or 
Prof. Bland Addison (ext. 5190). 
Lastly, if you are interested in doing an 
internship in France thjs summer, organized by 
the prestigious Ecole des Mines. call Mile 
Julee Greenlaw (5521) louie de suite. 
H either of these 
makes your pulse race, 
Having to get a real job taJk 'h> US and produce tomorrow's 
Isn't so bad. • products. 
Not when there's a place where the We're Involved In electronic design 
people get as pumped up about technol- automation, automatic test equipment, 
ogy as you do. telecommunications test. and custom . 
A place where you work on real stuff connections. All four of our bus~esses 
· . ·' right away. And red tape and bureaucracy are market leaders. 
are kept away. Our work environment Is, well, cotle· 
Of course, there Is a catch. We only want glate. And among other great benefits. 
software and hardware professionals who llke we offer an educational assistance plan 
to be on tbe leading edge of high technology. with 100% reimbursement-up front. 
That's because our business Is belp- So talk to us. Or settle for a job that 
ing other bigh tech companies develop may tum out to be Just work. 
Corporate Heldquattn: Bollon, MA Mljor l.ocalionl: Nuhua. NH • Deerfield, IL • AQoura Hillll, CA ·Senti Cllra, CA • TOIIyo • United Kingdom 
We'll be on campus: February 13 and February 14 
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The NQP, a new way of dealing with problems 
by Dr. Rick Halstttd, 
Coufl:uli11g 11tul Stud1111 De~lllpm11t1 C111ltr 
For many of us the beginning of the new 
year means a fresh start. A time to make 
positive changes. These changes may be to rid 
ourselves of unwanted habits or character traits 
and replace them with all that is good in life. 
By the time C Term started some of those New 
Year's resolutions had fallen by the wayside. 
Often we are left feeling down on ourselves and 
defeated by those parts of ourselves that we 
least enjoy. On top of that, limited daylight 
hours and long cold nights can serve to sap 
energy and create negative feelings about who 
we are and about life in general. Sounds pretty 
bleak, doesn 't it? Well, do not lose heart. 
There are many ways to make it better. ln 
fact, there are so many ways to help make life 
better that the best part of being a counselor is 
helping a person choose between all of his or 
her options for making life better. II would be 
impossible to present all the coping strategies 
that exist in this one short article. I can, 
however, present an example of one problem 
solving method that has woriced very well as a 
coping strategy for many students. This 
method is called the "Nine Question Pallem" 
(NQP) and gets its name from the sequential 
patterning of nine questions that one allows 
each time it is used. The NQP is employed in 
the following manner: 
I. Have you defined the problem accu-
rately? Problem definition may seem to most 
as a very simple task but actually is a difficult 
aspect of coming up with a useful solution. The 
reason this is so difficult is that when one is 
immersed in a problematic situation. emotions 
associated with the problem can limit one's 
ability to assess the situation clearly. The best 
way to clearly define a problem is to discuss 
your concerns with someone who can be objec-
tive in helping you to look at your situation. 
2. What is it about the situation that 
makes it a problem? Once you have clearly 
defined the problem you must then begin to 
develop an understanding of why a particular 
set of circumstances is troublesome to you. 
This will serve to help you become aware of 
what aspects of yourself are effected most 
dramatically by the situation. 
3. How did this problem get created in the 
first place? Many times the problems we have 
in life are created by prior decisions that have 
been made. Taking responsibility for having a 
role in creating the problems you have can give 
you a sense of control even the most troubling 
situations. 
4. Under what conditions would the pres· 
ent circumstances not be a problem? It is 
very important to remember that a problem is 
only a problem because there are particular 
situational and psychological elements present 
that are incompatible with one another. Taking 
time to think creatively about what elements 
would have to change so that the problem 
would no longer exist can be extremely helpful 
in two ways. First, it helps you gain some 
distance from the issues and gives you better 
perspective. Second, this part of the process 
helps in considering a wider range of solution 
alternatives. 
5. What Is your Intention In solving the 
problem? I hope your answer to this will be 
something like "I feel that the process I go 
through in solving this problem will help me to 
form a better understanding of myself that I can 
use later in life'' or. more simply. "There is 
something I can learn from this." All too often 
people want to solve a problem just so they do 
not have to deal with the pain and discomfort 
associated with the problematic situation. 
When one takes the "pain avoidance approach" 
to problem solving, he or she loses out on an 
important teaming opportunity and often ends 
up dealing with the same problem again. 
6. What is your best plan of action? Now 
that you have considered much of the informa-
tion you need to be a good problem solver, you 
can sit and develop a list of possible solutions. 
Make your solutions list as long as possible. Be 
creative in your thinlcing. Once you have at 
least ~ possible ways to deal with your 
problem. you can then assess which is the best 
of the plans you have generated. 
7. Who might be hurt or injured by your 
action plan? This is a very difficult question to 
deal with. In solving particular problems the 
best solution for you may not be welcomed by 
others. Protecting the well-being of another 
should always be in the forefront of one's 
mind. There are many situations where the 
WEDN.ESDAY VIDEO: 
February 51h 
8 PM 
Gompei's 
Place 
It's Free!! 
best possible solution for one problem creates 
a problem for someone else. Breaking off a 
steady relationship, deciding to take a job 
farther away than your parents want you to, or 
laying woricers off to keep a company finan-
cially solvent are just a few examples of how 
solving one problem can create problems for 
others. This is never easy. and you must be 
willing to accept responsibility for any prob-
lem solution that you choose to implement. 
8. Who are the specific steps or your 
action plan? Good action plans are usually a 
compilation of many steps. It is very important 
that you write out detailed, logical steps to your 
plan of action. The more complex the problem, 
the more detailed the action plan needs to be. It 
is very easy to get lost while trying to effect 
change in life. A detailed plan will go a long 
way to keep you on track and to help shorten the 
length of tjme it takes to alleviate your prob-
lem. 
9. What are you waiting ror? Sometimes 
even when people follow the first eight steps 
perfectly they will not take that fi rst step 
toward making life better. I call this "the 
loyalty-to-misery syndrome." Given a choice, 
human beings will most often opt for the status 
quo. This is true even in the most painful of 
situations. In bringing about change in one's 
life a person must confront the fear and insecu-
rity of new experiences. Sometimes the 
thought of making a change in one's life is 
worse than the problem he or she is living with. 
In these cases, it is usually necessary to ask 
another person to help you overcome the ob-
stacles that get in the way of your action plan. 
I invne you to employ the NQP the next time 
a problem presents itself or on a present prob-
lem you may have. The most important thing 
to remember is that the NQP is only one 
strategy of coping and may not be appropriate 
for certain problems. If you find that the NQP 
is ineffective for a problem you are having, I 
suggest you seek counseling to find a more 
appropriate problem solving method. Life is a 
challenging journey. Trying to handle life's 
problems without good problem solving tech-
niques, coping srrateg1es, or working with a 
counselor is like going on a very long trip 
without a detailed map, compass. or the ability 
to ask for directions. lt is common knowledge 
that counseling is the fastest way to go from 
where you are to where you would like to be. If 
you have any questions about the NQP or other 
coping strategies. or would like help in dealing 
with problems you may be experiencing, call 
the WPI Counseling and Student Development 
Center at 831-5.540. 
The Crimson 
&Gray 
New Program Supports Campus Eve.nts 
by Lilli Htutlttfl 
Assocuut Alu~r~~~i Dinctor 
Students interested in participating in a 
variety of campus events, representing WPito 
campus visitors and meeting alumni. have a 
new opportunity to do so. The Crimson and 
Gray, a new program initiated by the the 
Alumni and Student Life offices, welcomes all 
interested students to join. 
Students who join The Crimson & Gray 
accept the role of representing WPito alumni, 
parents. prospective students and other guests 
visiting the WPI campus for special programs 
nnd events. Responsibilities will include wel-
coming visitors. registering guests, providing 
information about each relative program. an-
swering questions about the school and its 
surroundings, giving tours, escorting guests to 
designated locations and troubleshooting. 
Interested students are required to attend 
two one-hour training sessions and a briefing 
session before each program they work. Up-
coming programs that will benefit from The 
Crimson & Gray include Recognition '92, 
Odyssey of the Mind, Commencement and 
Reunion '92. 
Applications for The Crimson & Gray are 
available in the Student Life Office and from 
student organiz.&tion leaders; application dead-
line is February 19, 1992. lf you have any 
questions about the program, please call Nancy 
Hunter Denney (831-5201) or Lisa Hastings 
(83 1-5072). 
"HEART-STOPPING. 
AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE .•• 
ONE OF THE YEAR'S BFSf." 
- Mict.II\W-.4, SNEAl PI£\' I EWS 
"INSPIRATIONAL A FEEL GOOD MOVIE. 
A FINE EXCITING FILM' 
_ .._,_.. r,_..., US MAICAZJN£ 
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Bessie Smith was born in Lhe 'Ne-
gro Quarter' of Chauanooga. Tennes-
see on April 15, 1894. Her life was 
full of hardships. losing both parents 
and two brolhers before reaching her 
teenage years. As a child she sang 
songs for tips on the street comers of 
Chauanooga. At age eighteen, she 
took up with her brother in a traveling 
Negro minstrel show roaming the deep 
South singing, dancing and perform-
ing comedy. 
In 19 13 Smith began her stage ca-
reer in Atlanta, Georgia and by 1918 
had become a headliner not only in the 
South, but along the eastern seaboard 
as well. In 1923, Frank Walker, head 
of Coiumbia Records' race catalog 
took an interest in Smith and arranged 
her first recording session. 
From there. Smith's career took 
off. During the 1920 • s her notoriety as 
a blues singer hurdled racial barriers, 
making her popular not only among 
blacks in the South. but among whites 
and blacks in large urban cities of the 
Nonh such as Pillsburgh, Detroit , 
Cleveland and St. Louis. She was, in 
fact. the first black woman to be broad-
cast Jive in concen over radio stations 
in Atlanta and Memphis. 
Bessie Smith was known as 'the 
Empress of the Blues '. She was an 
independent woman who pointed out 
the injustices of second-class citizen-
ship, poveny and sexual discrimina-
tion through her music. She did more 
than any other black performer of her 
time to celebrate the African-Ameri-
can heritage she believed in by carry-
ing on Lhe black oral tradition of rural 
folk blues fam iliar to African Ameri-
cans. She influenced a generation of 
musicians, black and white, that fol-
lowed. 
In September 1937. while travel-
ling with her white manager through 
rural Mississippi, Bessie Smith's car 
was involved in an accident. The 
doctor who arrived on the scene in-
structed that the manager. who had 
received a concussion, should be taken 
to a locaJ hospital while Smith. whose 
injuries were more severe, should be 
taken to a 'blacks only' hospital some 
distance away. Bessie Smith bled to 
death on the way to the hospilal. 
During this Black History Month, 
take the opponunity to educate your-
self about the many achievements of 
not only African-Americans, but of 
people of color the world over. Cha.l-
lenge Yourself. 
"People don't get a/on~ because they 
fear each othu. 
People fear each other because they 
dor!' 1 know eac:h other. 
Tirey don't know each other because 
they have not properly 
communicated with each other." 
Manin Luther King. Jr. 
The quote that appeared in last 
week's Challenge Yourself t'tJiumn 
H'OS written by Chris Dagdi~:ian. Class 
of '95. Newspeak is sorry for any 
confusion this may ha1·e caused 
TOP TEN 
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EDITORIAL 
Replace intolerance with diversity 
Jn last week's issue of 
Newspeak, through no plan of 
the Editors, no less than three 
articles appeared on these pages 
which in some way re flected the 
subject of diversity aod intole r-
ance. This is obviously a subject 
which is on the collective mind 
of the WPI community. 
The case of Adam being 
forced to leave the school in part 
because of the acts of heartless 
and ignorant students is repre-
hensible. and is something the 
WPI community should take a 
long hard look at. Why is it that 
people should take on such a 
negative artitude about those 
who look or act differently from 
themselves? In this age, when 
the world is becoming smaller 
through travel and communica-
tion advancements, we should be 
teaming to be more tolerant of 
people of other races and habits, 
not less. Unfortunately. the 
latter seems to be the case. 
Even here at WPI, a school 
that is striving ro become more 
diverse and "globalized'', 
prejudice seems to run rampant. 
Wedge Rats are seen as people 
to avoi1: the Bisexual, Gay and 
Lesbian studenrs are looked 
upon with disdain by some 
members of the community. 
Currently. there are but a few 
black and Hispanic s tudents on 
this campus. and while moves 
are being made by the adminis-
tration to change that, the 
students who are here have in 
some cases felt the harshness of 
those who are not willing to see 
them as what they are, people 
with feelings and inte lligence, 
who deserve to walk this campus 
as much as any other student. 
Funhermore, the change must 
not just be put on as a face. It is 
one thing to display tolerance in 
public, but even more vi tal is the 
attitude towards others that you 
truly carry around in your soul. 
When you are able to be under-
standing. compassionate and yes, 
tolerant, of those whom are in 
some way ''different"; when you 
can express those values to those 
whom you consider yourself 
close to; when you refuse to 
participate in the ignorance and 
insecurities of othe rs by joining 
in; when you can do so without 
the fear or the care of being 
labelled "different" yourself, 
then and only then will our 
community, our country- our 
world - be one that we can call 
ourselves proud to be a pan of. 
Everyone is d ifferent in one 
way or another - a unique 
individual in this world. Some 
differences are more vis ible, or 
more easily stereotyped than 
others, but they all ex ist. Strip 
everything e lse away, though, 
and people still have one 
common tie: we're all people. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Errors found in all-Hendrix ''Music Trivia'' 
To the Editor: 
I was pleased to see Troy Nielsen ·s 
inter~tiogali-Hendrix "Music Trivia" 
column in the 2 1 January 1992 issue 
of Newspeak. There were several 
errors in the column. however. which 
I'd like to point out to any interest~:d 
readers: 
Question #I. Hendrix ·s name at 
binh was Johnny Allen Hendrix. mthcr 
than John Allen Hendrix. 
Question #2. His father changed 
his name 10 Jame~ Marshall Hendrix. 
when Johnny was almost four years 
old. not "a few months later." 
Question #4. The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience was formed in the autumn 
of 1966. not in 1967 when the ques-
t ion suggests. 
Question #6. Jimi Hendrix did not 
play with Little Richard "in the later 
1950's and early 1960's"; he per-
formed und recorded wilh Lillie Rich-
ard only between January and July of 
1965. 
Question #7. Similarly. Jimi re-
corded with the Isley Brothen. only 
between March 1962andAugustl965. 
(I admit one could consider this "the 
early 1960's) 
Question #8. Jimi's studio in New 
York was called "Electric Lady Stu-
dios,'' not "Electric Ladyland"; it wa.<; 
officially opened not in 1968, but on 
26 August 1970. less than a month 
before Jimi's death in London. 
Question #9. In numbering the 
albums released in Jimi':. lifetime, 
one must not neglect Band ofGypsys. 
released on Lhe Capitol label in Apri l 
of 1970 in the USA. 
Justice needs to be done 
Question # I 0. According to Cae-
sarGiebbeek, "Lhe Hendrix E.<;tatedoes 
not exist anymore; all JH related busi-
ness affairs are being conducted by 
Lhc Are You Experienced? Ltd. com-
pany in Los Angeles" (Univibcs 4, 
November, 1991, p. 7) 
To the Editor: 
I must say. that story about the 
Freshman persecuted by his 
dormmates because of his affliction 
with Tourettc's Syndrome was qui te 
disgusting. What made it even more 
disgusting was the fact that you chose 
to place it in an obscure comer of your 
publication ratherthan give it the front 
page treatment that it warrants. What 
1s your rationale rn doing this? Do you 
think Lhat ignoring the problem will 
make it go away? Are you trying to 
protect the pigs responsible for this? 
Do you care either way? The only way 
COMMENTARY 
by Erik Currin 
Associale Edilor 
Ever wonder what WPI students 
like you and I were doing I 0 years 
ago? 20 years? 50 years ago? Well. 
in a new effon to bring readers inter-
esting Lhings to read, "Chronicles". a 
weekly column consisting of old tid-
bits of neat stuff from days long gone. 
debuts this week. 
So. where would you stan given 
the entire history of WPI at your dis-
posal? I staned at the beginning of a 
document that has lasted eighty-two 
years moreorlesscontinuously. 'Tech 
News" was the nan1e of the school 
newspaper back then. a paper devoted 
in its first issue mainly to spons and 
athletic events. lts very first issue was 
on September 15, 1909. The front 
page of the two page paper showed a 
picture of the men's crew team. a 
group of males that could easily be 
taken for a picture of a spons team 
today. 
You would think that concerns on 
Lhe minds of people 82 and change 
years ago would be radically different 
justice can be done is if this story 
receive:, the full uttention of the WPI 
community. By downplaying it you 'rc 
acting juM al) contemptibly as those 
Freshmen. If you fai l to rectify this 
<>ituation. I promise you this will not 
be the last you'll hear from me. 
S111cerely. 
Dan Basken 
Class of'93 
{Ed. Note: The article that the in-
formation appeared in was a Com-
memory which has appeared in that 
same spot for at least a term. Al-
though Newspeak supports the ongo-
ing inquiry imo the incident. tile piece 
wa.1 111?\'t?rtheless a feller of opinion. 
and 1101 appropriate for from page 
treatment: howe1•er, a nmice did ap-
pear on the front page informing read-
er:. that a discussion of imolerance 
could IJe found on pages 6 & 7 of last 
week's issue. When all o.fthefactsare 
gathered. Newspeak will present the 
information to the WPI rommunity. If 
anyone has any information about the 
story,pleasecomact Newspeak at 83/-
5464 or Box 2700./ 
Chronicles 
The First Issue of "Tech News" 
from our own. A passage from Lhe 
editor of the magazine might be sur-
prisingly familiar Lhen. " It is a well-
known and somewhat deplorable fact 
that our athletes are almost entirely 
without the facilities enjoyed beyond 
almost every other advanced institute 
of learning." Sub titule students for 
athletes and throw in the word "cam-
pus center" somewhere and you ' II see 
these students enjoyed one of our fa-
vorite pastimes. bucking the adminis-
tration to give students a bcner life 
ouL<>ide academics. 
Along with the first issue of Tech 
News. I though it might be interesting 
what happened around Lhis time in Lhe 
same year. Gazing through the ar-
chives sent me to February 2. 1910. In 
this issue I saw familiar names. Mr. F. 
H. Daniels, alive and well, and being 
awarded a high honor from the King 
of Sweden (King Gustaf V) for high 
services rendered to the Swedish gov-
ernment. In the anicle it tells how Mr. 
Daniels was the chief engineer of the 
Jjmj Hendrix: Electric Gypsy. a 
biography and reference work by Harry 
Shapiro and Caesar Glebbeek {St. 
Martin 's Press: New York, 1991), is 
the best written and most authorila-
tive scholarly work on Hendrix and 
his legacy; I am indebted to this work 
for the infom1ation presented above. 
Sincerely yours. 
Professor Joel J. Brattin 
Department of Humanities 
American Steel and Wire Company in 
Worcester. 
CongressmenCharlesG. Washburn 
also appeared in the paper, apparently 
trying to up WPI's allotment from Lhe 
State from $10,000 to a whopping 
$20,000. The money, he claimed, 
would enable WPito offer rony schol-
arships per year to lucky students. 
Well, enough remembrance for Lhis 
week. but tune in next week for ... 
would not want to :.poi! the surprise! 
(or haven't decided yet.) 
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10. IL meets on Wednesdays. 
9. It 's at 8:00am. 
8. It 's at 9:00am. 
7. MyT.A. speaks English (it must be 
a dream). 
6. It's at !O:OOam. 
5. [ can take it again (and again, and 
again ... ) 
4. Homework. 
3. It 's at 3:30pm (Can't risk missing 
Tini-Toons). 
2. My computer made me do it. 
... and Lhe number one reason to NR a 
class at WPI... 
I. It's C-Term. 
Branl Smllh Dennis Oble 
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COMMENTARY 
, 
by Sttpht n Brown 
'WPI Protestant Campus Ministry 
In a recent column commen1ing on 
the Bill Clinton "did he or dido ' t he?" 
controversy. Ellen Goodman wrole 
this. "We hold two sets of moral ani-
tudes in America. One is essenlially 
about obeying commandment!.. The 
other is about relationships. The first 
i!> s traightforward as sin. The l>econd 
is as complicated as human feelings. 
The first aJ>ls God for forgiveness. 
The second asks hill wife ... One holds 
a single judgement about adultery in 
every life. The other is sure adultery 
:.ays '\omcthing about a pel"'lon, but 
when 3\led M1Ju, Lhey are likely to 
say: "It depend'>." 
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Just A Thought 
Judgements and Consequences 
I was to ask 'depends on what?' 
Depends on whether he (or she) is n 
repeat offender, whether he/she is 
genuinely sorry. whether he/she works 
on keeping the marriage sound? 
Goodman seems to harshly judge Gnry 
Hart who four years ago seemed to 
naunt his "adultery", but since the 
Clinton~ have apparently re~olved the 
"digression," its okay to be forgiving 
and allow Bill Clinton to continue 
running for President. 
Double Landards? Ab..olutely! The 
real queMion is whether we should 
make judgements at all. And what arc 
the consequence) of 1 hose judgemems'? 
Doc~ it matter if your professor is 
ecretly alcoholic? Should you do 
something if you know your room-
mate cheats on exams? Does the fact 
that Bill Chn1on may have s trayed in 
his marriage disqualify him from be-
ing President? 
It depends. I guess. on the kind of 
moral standard you have and how far 
you go in "enforcing"that morality. If 
11 is cut and dry for you, then your 
course of ac11on •s clear. If you be-
lieve that smce the law or the Bible. or 
society has condemned a particular 
kind of behavior ond someone exhib-
ib that behavior. they mu\t face the 
consequence~. An adulterer cannot 
become Pre\idc nt. a drunl shouldn't 
be in the cla\-;room. and you'r cheating 
roommate '>hould be thrown out of 
\Chool. 
Sound' ea~y. I dnn ' t thmk it i'> 
really that caw. When ever I get all 
worked up to clobber omcone ..., uh 
~>;;>· 
-~ ~ 
my moral standards, that marvelouJ> 
Mory of Jesus and the prostitute comes 
to mmd. The good men of the city 
were ready to give the harlot her due 
and \lone her when Jesus intervened. 
After some wrangling over the law 
and the proper punishment Lhe law 
allows. Jesus po~d this c hallenge: 
"Let he who is without 'in c~t the first 
s tone.'' 
Talk about a c rowd clearing tcch-
mquc. that question wru. a sure win-
ncr. Jew' looked around and found he 
w:1' alone with th" poor frightened 
woman. lie said to her, "Is Lhere no 
one left to condemn you. neither do I. 
Go and '> in no more.'' Jesus lnew 
'>omcthmg about how an ea'>y mornl-
ity can ~quick to condemn and pun-
1\h. But when the JUdge., 11nd exccu 
tioners had to judge themselves by 
1heir own morality, Lhose stones sud· 
denly got very heavy. 
Maybe if you and 1 measured our 
own behavior by the standards we 
apply to olhers. we would discover Lhe 
rocks we have poised to hurl are very 
heavy. So heavy that we ought to just 
put them down and rethink our quick-
ness to judgement. To put it another 
way. what if it wao; u<; in the center or 
those rock bearing judges, ready to 
\lone away our sin\. We might well 
pray for a graceful intervention \UCh 
tl'> Je~u'> performed for the pro tiiUie . 
Better to check our rocks (judgemenL~) 
ut the door and allow a sense of grace 
and forgiveness to be a more prevail-
mg attitude we tale wnh u . 
"And the '92 campaign is off and running." 
-
~!~tfrom 
IIUUM to house, 
it rrtto U:ne~~." 
- M.l'rJHeD 
Sti!lu)Ml 
CPS ~~')t 
lad Powell is ooe ol the lillie answers 
to the big ~s facing -~ com-
munity in America. And because there 
are more people than ~s, ~ings 
will gel dooe. All you hove to do is 
something. Do anything. 
A ~'?!~ ~! ~·c:tJT 
... _......_.....,,... ............... . 
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CLUB CORNER 
Arrican American Cultural Society 
THE AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURAL 
SOCIETY IN CONJUNCTION WITH HOLY 
CROSS COLLEGE PRESENTS: 
SUPER BASH "92" PARTY EXTRAVAGANZA 
THIS WILL TAKE PLACE ON FRIDAY 
FEBRUARY 7, 1!192 AT 9:00PM TO 3:00AM 
PLACE: GOMPEI'S PUB LOCATED IN THE 
BASEMENT OF RILEY HALL 
TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE 
AT THE DOOR FOR ONLY $2.00 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Hello! This week is a busy one so make sure 
you know all that's going on. Thursday, Feb 6 
is the Pledge Induction. Pledges are to be in the 
wedge at 7 and Brothers are to be in Gompei's 
at 7. The Induction stans at 7:30. Wed. the 5th 
at 6 there is a Service Committee meeting in 
Gompei's. Following that meeting will be an 
Info Booth Meeting, same place but at 7. The 
Mustard Seed project will begin Feb. 16th. 
Anyone interested should contact Jennifa. Feb. 
15th is our Valentine Graffiti Party. Treasure 
Valley is supposedly happening with MIT on 
the 15th also. For anyone interested in attend-
ing Clarlt's meetings. they are at 7 every Sun-
day at Maywood Hall. The Bowl-a-thon is 
coming up soon (Feb 29th at midnight) so 
make s ure you get s ponsors!! -Jen 
~
Brian, you will die very soon!!. .. CONSTITU-
TION-CONSTITUTION-CONSTITtmON .. 
. Borg has a girlfriend (more info next week) . 
.. Borg!??!. .. Why didn't slugman get any 
sleep? ... Hey Miss. Heirmph lately? Not me!!! 
... Hi Tib, Geeze f've missed you ... Eh? Ed! 
... Bryan B .. take off that mask!. .. The best 
way to have a friend is to be one ... Kayann, 
where do you want to go for dinner?. . . 
''Sometimes you're the windshield, Some-
times you're the bug" ... Fran, even at my 
meeting, I'm keeping " IT" in mind ... 
Rrowlgmmgrooowlarrrgruff!. .. (I don't 
know either, I just typed it the way I saw it) .. 
. Mish, no heirumphs so far ... Got any more 
quotes? What a mouthfull Mi~h! HAA Y AA! .. 
. Uhg, Apathy Abounds ... Come visit the OJ 
embassy in MD!. .. Congrats on Cornell, I 
knew you could do it!!. .. It's a bird, it's a 747, 
it's the LEGMAN!!!!. .. John- gotta watch out 
for those key-eating toilets!!. .. Dave Fried-
man's ERA is 135.00.% 
ASS()(.iation or Computing Machinery 
Now that 1992 is here, so are the new 
officers of ACM. At our meeting on January 
29th, the following people were voted into 
office: 
President - Erik Zidowecki 
Vice-President - John Hall 
Secretary - Daniel Gaines 
Treasurer & Promotional Officer - Erik 
Felton 
Congratulations to the new officers and 
thanks to everyone that came to vote! Also at 
the meeting. it was announced that we would 
now be eligible for a budget from WPI if we 
altered our bylaws slightly. So, logically, at the 
meeting we also voted on the new bylaws, 
which made it official that ACM is open to 
anyone to join. Although we had been practic-
ing this in the past, this passing of the bylaws 
made it official. Finally, we are planning a 
general meeting for all ACM members and 
those interested in joining near the end of C-
term. although an official time and date has not 
yet been set. If anyone would like to learn more 
about ACM, please feel free to E-mail us at 
acm@wpi. 
Christian Bible Fellowship 
"I tell you the truth, whoever hears my 
word and believes in him who sent me has 
eternal life and will not be condemned; he has 
crossed from death to life." -Christ, John 5:18 
A lot of times it seems like society thinks of 
ChriMianity as a religion whereby "if you do 
what is good then you go to heaven". But once 
one searches the Bible it is clearly evident that 
this is not the case. Every person has a broken 
relationship with God at first, because of how 
the human race has rebelled and turned their 
back to God. Sin and suffering are common-
place in this world. Everyone sins, and because 
God is perfect he demands perfection for any-
one to live with him forever- therefore no one 
can be with the Lord in heaven on his or her 
own accord. That is why Christ died for us, to 
take the punishment for our sins that we de-
served. When we put our faith in him, God 
credits this faith to us as "righteousness", in a 
sense he makes us clean of sin by our faith, not 
by what good things we do. From that point on 
God works in the penon who has put his or her 
faith in him, inspiring thai person to do good 
noc because it is required fM salvation buc 
because it retlects God'a love to a suffering 
world. 
NEWSPEAK 
GEM 
Attention all students concerned about the 
environment. we will be holding our next 
meeting on Tuesday. Feb 4 at 4:30pm in the 
Beckett Conference Room located on the sec-
ond floor of Fuller Labs. The meeting will 
cover projects we will be doing with other 
schools m the Worcester area. We are currently 
planning for the arrival of Will Nichols from 
the Cree Nation on Feb 19 to speak about the 
plight of James Bay. We will also be writing 
letters about our concerns for the area to our 
local leaders. Feel free to drop by! If you would 
like more information on GEM or would like to 
be on our mailing list you can write to Aragorn 
Healy at Box 2917. 
Lens and Lights 
Congratulations to the new officers of 
L&L! 
President: Bill Conrad 
Vice President: Jon Kemble 
Technical Director: Rich Wood, 
Treasurer: Daoc Chace 
Secretary: Greg Marr 
Head Projectioni t: Jeremy Medicus 
The changing of the guard will take place. 
oh. let's see ... somewhere around the lOth of 
February at the earliest. [That was just some 
info for the people who really want to know) 
Also congrats go out to the three new active 
members, keep up the great work. 
Reminder: We have a potential IQP topic 
with Prof Rubenstein for people interested. 
Primarily will be updating our work orders into 
a computerized form. This does NOT necessar-
ily have to only be for an L&L member. so 
spread the word. 
Much good was said about the dance we 
provided the equipment for. fThnt is until the 
Riley RA 's decided to put an end to everything 
good in the worldl And the Lord said "Let there 
be fresnels." 
Hey Paul. does the board make a good 
pillow? There are worse things you could use, 
I suppose. Did you hear the one about the 
grasshopper and the woodchuck? 
Oh yes. the next two weeks of meetings will 
be at .. 6:30 .. so our wonderful VP can spend 
some quality time with us. HL209. Wednes-
days. new members always welcome. OLD 
members are allowed to show up too. See you 
there! 
Men's Volleyball Club 
Hi there. That's a pretty good opening 
eh?!? Well, I don't know what to say about 
Volleyball because basically everyone under-
stands it or can identify a volleyball at least. I 
would like to say a little about the Club and the 
Traveling Team. The club itself consists of all 
levels of playing and meets once or twice a 
month. I know that it is not that often, but that 's 
all the gym we can get. If you would like to be 
sent a note on when we are playing, drop a little 
note in Box 474 or 747 expressing interest. 
Everyone is invited to Open Club practices. At 
tryouts in mid-October, we chose players to 
travel to other colleges in New England and Ct. 
and play matches. At an opening of the season 
tournament at MIT on January 26, 1992, our 
team played well. We are a very young team in 
the process of growing. We are always looking 
for new talent. We are not a new club but we 
would like to see if we could get some more 
support at our matches. If you like to see some 
good quality volleyball against schools such as 
U.N.H. UMass, ULowell, Babson, B.U., N.U .• 
Worcester State, Bryant, Providence College 
and many others, please come visit us in Har-
rington Auditorium. Our schedule will be pub-
lished soon in this very newspaper. Thank you 
for your support! p.s. Mike ..... Roland ...... one 
down ..... one to go!!! 
MusUm Student Association 
Greetings everyone. We hope that all of 
you are doing fine. We would like to inform 
everybody that the Executive Committee is 
working hard to bring a suitable speaker for our 
third annual discussion panel. We are planning 
to have this panel this month. Last but not least, 
we would like to share with all the members 
one meaningful verse from the Glorious Quran 
which is the following:" And tum not thy cheek 
away from people in [false) pride, and walk not 
haughtily on earth: for, behold, God does not 
love anyone who, out of self conceit, acts in a 
boastful manner. Hence, be modest in thy 
bearing, and lower thy voice: for behoJd. the 
ugliest of all voices is the [loud) voices of 
asses ... "(31: 18-19) We also would like to share 
one beautiful hadith which is the following: 
"None of you truly believes until he wishes for 
his brother what he wishes for himselr'. 
Lastly, we hope that everyone has a good 
week. 
~ewmanCiub 
Applachia in Worcester is returning this 
Spring Break! Watch the bulletin and paper for 
more information. Also. elections for officers 
for next year are coming up. The Newman Club 
generally has a better percentage of voter~~ 
turning out than the rest of the campus- let's 
keep it that way! Don 'I forget that Prof. Got-
tlieb will be speaking on the Holocaust tonight. 
If anyone has any ideas forD term, please see 
Father Scanlon or one of the officers. "Do not 
get drunk on wine, which leads to debauchery. 
Instead, be filled with Spirit." (Eph. 5: 18) Are 
we really listening to Christ. 
Pathways 
Hola! SUBMIT! SUBMIT! 
To all you Pathways type people. stuff that 
happened last week: John Hirsch was elected 
Submissions Officer with all the duties and 
responsibilities that we feel goes with that title. 
We read a few submissions. Our fund raiser 
will be on February 12th, some ideas for titles 
include: "Poetry - Food for Thought" and 
"Pathways Valentine's Balce Sale." Yah, and 
W AM looks good and free (thanks to Soc-
comm). So, in closing, SUBMIT SUBMIT 
SUBMIT. (For those without a clue Pathways 
is an art and literary magazine.) 
Next meeting: Tuesday (today) 9:00 pm. 
don't look at me, I don't like it either. 
Pershing Rines 
WHOYAH ECHO TROOP! Hello PR, how 
are things going? Well, things are definitely 
underway and the troOp is moving well and has 
much to do soon. The ski trip on Friday night 
to Wachuscll was a relatively inexpensive suc-
cess, I hope, for all .... exoept maybe for 2L T 
Sparks who accidently started an avalanche 
which mauled about 45.6 other skiers and 
wiped out the local residents from 
existence .... but I digress, we have business at 
hand. The next meeting (surprise, surprise) 
will be on 5FEB and will be the APFT. Be sure 
to wear and/or bring P.T. clothes and shoes to 
the meeting and let's sweat a little. 7FEB is the 
day to really prepare though, the regtmental 
inspection is coming. LET'S GET IT ON AND 
DO IT! The inspection is the best way we can 
show the national society how we are and WE 
WILL BE THERE TO SHOW IT TO THEM. 
GET MOTIVATED NOW!!!! Also, 8FEB 
there will be PR STRAC (I still have no idea 
what it means) training out at Cpt. Boos' (Hey 
Newspeak, Its BOOS not BOSS!) place. Oh, 
by the way, try and get PLEDGES if possible 
and while I'm on the subject ... PLEDGES 
DROP! Whoops sorry .. .l was just getting 
warmed up. I hope last meeting was quite 
informative for you, you are gonna need it and 
how. There are few of you and many of us, Mr. 
Hellwig is really looking forward to seeing all 
of you soon. That's all for you (oh. you' ll be 
recovered .... later) Hey don ' I think I forgot you 
K.S .. I appreciated your deep concern over last 
week's article and keep up you footnoting of 
Mr. Hellwig, its works well. Until next week 
PR,just remember ... KICKING BUTT IS NOT 
JUST A JOB, IT'S OUR JOB. 
Science Fic:tioo Society 
Welcome to the all-new and improved, cho-
lesterol-free WPISFS club comer. You may 
notice a different writing style in this week's 
edition. (Or, you may be reading this to pass 
time as you cross the quad on your way to your 
8 a.m. class, in which case you're probably too 
busy trying to avoid running into parked cars to 
care. But we're talking about a hypothetical 
situation here.) That's because Derek Bacon 
has packed up all of his apologies and moved 
on to write the newsletters, leaving me (the 
doofus who could never get out a newsletter) to 
write these silly things. 
But, I digress ... This past week we had elec-
tions, and for those of you who didn't show at 
last week's meeting (a lot of you). here are the 
results. The new President is John Trussell 
(me). Our veep is still Fritz Koopman, Bill 
Schongar remains Treasurer, and the Librarian 
is still Josh BrandL The Secretary is, as men-
tioned above, Gadaiyio Talceimienei. In the 
"unofficial" offices. John "q" Todd was chosen 
as Acting fnord Ensign after losing out at every 
other office and Shawn Zimmerman became 
the Chief of Security at meetings. 
After electing officers (and performing an 
Inaugural drum roll that would wake up an-
droid). we set dates for the next Gaming Week-
end (February 7-8), Higgins Annory trip (Feb-
ruary 8), and Movie Night (February 29). One 
thing to keep in mind is that these events are for 
dues-paying members, so if you haven't paid 
your three bucks or three books, you'll be 
missing out on these amaz.ina social events. 
You'll be the shame of your apenment. You 
will be ridiculed by an entire continent. You 
will wish you had never been born. (So I' m 
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exaggerating a little, the point is made none-
theless.) 
Finally. Tricia has announced that she will 
kill someone (victim to be named later) on 
February 9. No.I don't know why either, nor do 
I want to. 
To close out this week's comer, here are 10 
things I promise that you will NOT see in this 
space at any point during this year: 
10 A column starting with " It 's been another 
great week for the SFS." 
9. Any mention of the World Wrestling Fed-
eration. 
8. More than seventeen exclamation points in 
a single sentence. 
7. Any SFS members getting PSYCHED! for 
any reason. 
6. A missing item number 6. 
5. An announcement for Technicon '92. 
4. My .signature file (scrambled or other-
wise). 
3. 80-point text surrounded by 7 inches of 
white space and a picture. 
2. Anything resembling seriousness. 
I . The police log. 
Remember, the meeting is Wednesday, 
Olin 218,7 p.m. 
Until next week-like time period ... -jtruSs 
(Your Local Cantilevering Device) 
Smart/SADD 
OK all you sad but smart people, here's the 
story. The KAP presentation you all dreaded is 
history, thanks to our friends-we-never-knew-
we-had at Brown University (who will be 
doing it instead). Our teaming up with Worc-
ester State for a Date Rape/Alcohol program is 
looking good. we're supposed to have met with 
them on Friday, so I hope you wete at the 
meeting last night to find out how it went. We 
came up with some really neat brain·stormers 
for that program, which we will pick from 
sooner or later (before the program hopefully). 
February 22nd is the Bacchus thing at Clark, 
where Alcohol and Peer Educators connect 
with others. Contact JoAnn if you want to go. 
The rest of the time was spent talking about 
D term floor programs. Lots of neat ideas will 
lay the groundwork for, hopefully, a very suc-
cessful tour. Oh well, hasta ayer (until yester-
day) ... 
Erik, Publicity Manager 
Vegetarian Society 
We will be having our first Spring Semes-
ter meeting this Thursday (Feb 6th) at 4:00 in 
the Lower Wedge. We will be planning activi-
ties for the term - including Meat Out in March 
and possible speakers and other events. I hope 
to see you all there!! 
Women's Crew 
Hey Girls! Welcome back to C-term Win-
ter Workouts. Hope Christmas Break was full 
of fun and food because it 's diet time for most 
of us now. Congrats to our new officers: 
Co-captains: Tracy Adamski, Jocelyn Bessey 
Treasurer: Jen Lord 
Secretary: Doreen Burrell 
Uniforms: Heide Marrino 
Fundraising: Sandy Davis 
Jocelyn and Tracy wiU be t.aking over for 
Jen Fossey while she's off partying (and doing 
IQP, of course) with Tim in Ireland. Thanks for 
all you've been doing Jen! Congrats to Heidi 
on her new-found freedom! It's nice to see 
"Slick" back again. Finally, a head coach we 
~. Some inspiration for us - think Florida, 
Spring Break, Navy Men ... feel like erging 
now??? Remember ... "Believe in yourself and 
in your plan. Say not - I cannot- but I can. The 
prizes of life we fail to win, because we doubt 
the power within" 
-Author Unknown 
WPI Alpine Ski Team 
The season has finally begun! The WPI 
Alpine Ski Team has been working hard since 
dryland training commenced way back in A-
Term. Aft.er what seemed like forever, the time 
finally came to hit the slopes. Unfortunately, 
some hit them harder than others ... the men's 
captain, D.J. Webster, will be unable to race 
this year due to an injury. During the Christmas 
break, the team held its annual camp at Water-
ville Valley Ski Area - two weeks of hell, 
(oops}, I mean hard work and a ton of laughs. 
After some surprising results at timed trails on 
January 13, the travelling team was finally 
named. The following are the members of the 
Alpine Ski Team: 
Women's Team 
Tori Pesek (Captain), Jennifer Shiel, Patti 
Hill, Beth McGee, Delphine Clomenil, Kylie 
Schoenrock, Nancy Torrey, Gayle Sanders 
Men's Team 
OJ. Webster, Don Weiss, Glenn Gabe, 
Continued on page 9 
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Alpha Chi Rho 
February already? Yep. it sure h ... well 
first andforemost we got through the annual 
elections house meeting. Seveml things made 
this year's election marathon more pleasant 
than in previous years. The first is that there 
was no Gasstrom vs. Bullied Loudmouth com-
petition. The best we could do was Anamasi vs. 
O'Connor. Yeah I know they're lame, but they 
tried! Next year, it'll be"SIIence of the Lambs" 
Oral vs. Pisz. Anyhow, Schiller kept the action 
lively with his tally. He' ll also take you out to 
a movie (of his choice) anytime you ask, but 
anyone who knows about his type of nick 
should stay home'and watch "PBS" instead. 
The presence of the couches and the TV also 
helped matters. Oh yeah, somewhere in here 
I'm supposed to list the winners ... Okay here 
they are, (in order of job prestige and power). 
I) Chapter Com:spondent: Thomas Pane. 
CLUB CORNER 
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Scott Griffith, Dave Kasper, John 
Chapdelaine, Jeff Richmond, John Hanington, 
Pat Miller, Chris Patstone, Chris Haroldson, 
Bill White, Emilio Sacchristen, Jay Flanagan 
The first race was held at Wildcat on Jan. 18 
and 19. The weekend resulted in a fourth place 
finish for the women in both the slalom and 
giant slalom races, and, well, the men's team 
left a little bit to be desired ... Willy White 
finished second for WPI in the slalom event. 
Jeff, Chris Patstone, Nancy, and rookie Chris 
"Woody" Haroldson came up wit some very 
impressive times, giving the top seeds some-
thing to look out for. After getting rid of aJI 
those "first r.tce jitters" the team travelled to 
Loon Mountain on the following weekend. 
Under horrible conditions and below zero 
temps again, the team conquered a few goals. 
Jenn had "an absolutely wonderful" GS race. 
Don. A.K.A. "Dawn", has final ly made it past 
that third gate. Pauj found out the hard way 
that no, she can't Oy. and Emilio seemed to be 
sl. i ing much better after "work mg on h1s edge". 
Hey, Kasper. maybe you can improve your 
time~ if you casually de.,troy the 11ming 
equipment .... NOT! On a more scriou., note. 
Kylie and Pat look to be prorn1s10g addiuons to 
the team. A few individuah. placed very high. 
overall. Glenn finished 14th i,tnd Scou nn1sheu 
7th in the :.lalom, and Tori came l!way with 
another -.ccond place in the OS. Thl'> past 
wcel..end the team travelled to Burl..e Moun-
tam. but the results are not 1n yet. The last two 
races will be held at Killington on Feb 8. and 9. 
and at Haystack on Feb. 15 and 16.• Just think 
guys. in two shon weeh it'll all be over! 
WPJ Club Hockey 
Two Saturdays ago the Community College 
of Rhode lsland defeated WPI for the second 
time this season, WPJ has lost only four games 
this year and two of those have been to CCRf. 
WPI went into the game with a killer auitude 
supplied by team assistant, all time penalty 
minute leader, scar tissue expert, mathemati-
cian extraordinare, and occasionally malad-
justed Andrew "stick-figure" SanCiemente 
with his uplifting speech, "NoOffenseJ.H. But 
Their Canadians are Actually Good." It turns 
out he was right. Their great white north style 
of attack was difficult to defend and their igloo 
mode of defense was tough to crack. But crack 
it did as WPI's Todd "Touche" Parks utilized 
his infamous "my imitation of old people play-
ing shuffieboard" shot to sneak the puck be· 
hind the goalie and give WPla 1-0 lead. It was 
a shon-lived lead. CCRI came nying back with 
a vengeance not to be believed. They attacked 
steadjly and calmly, circling the net like vul-
tures, and soon acquired a healthy lead. The 
engineers refused to give up and stayed in the 
game with a goal by aforementiQned SanCie-
mente. The final score was 6-2 in favor of 
CCRJ. 
WPI got back on track in the following 
game against Franklin-Pierce College, with 
the final score being WPI-1 3 FPC- I. Things 
began to click and the meshing of fmc gears 
could again be heard emanating from the gray 
line of SanCJemente, Andrew "Dirty Harry" 
Hoven, and John "Sir Shootalot" Macklin. 
Hoyen basketed two early but failed to collect 
on a gimme that would have given him thal 
ever elusive b11-trick. Macklin pocketed one 
goal while Santa added 3 assists. Other big 
goal providers were Mike "The Equalizer" 
Canniff (with 4 huge goals) and the up and 
coming old-timer Mark "Ancient Artifact" 
MacCauley (with 2 goals). WPl got additional 
goals from Roger "Coat-hanger" Gagnon, 
Mike "and Ike" Dolan, Justin "Hyperactive" 
Caserta. and Ben "Qualude Kina" Hall. De-
fense was handled by goaltender Kraig 
"Glove" Moodie. 
WPI oow has a 13-3 record and looks to 
increase the win column to 15 after the 3 ga.me 
road trip to Maryland this weekend. 
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2) Ritual Officer: Ron Pa~<terini. 
3) Sgt. At Arm~: Brian Gerry. 
4) Social Officer: Chris Pisz. 
5) Chaplain: Aaron Ekstrom. 
6) Secretary: Chris Greatens. 
7) Risk Managment: Jeff Haye. 
8) Member at Large: Kevin Geoffroy. 
9) Steward: Chris Caforio. 
10) House Manager: Chris Kmiec. 
II ) Treasurer: Jeremy Delorey. 
12) Vice President: Don Cournoyer. 
13) President: Roben Moore. 
That's the list! Wearealllookingforwardto 
a strong year under this crew. 
The pesky postulants swiped Becker last 
Wed. (ya shoulda kept him) but were snagged 
en masse the following evening for an exciting 
analysis of their progress towards brother-
hood. Guys, you're doing well, but there is 
need for some improvement. We know you 
will pick up the slack areas! 
Last weekend's social with AGO turned out 
to be a blast! 
The follow up Graffiti party also was fun .. 
of course the postulants had to scrawl "Postu-
lEnts Rule!" on the sheet. C'mon guys .. if 
you're going to proclaim your vast superiority 
in writing, please consult a djctionary first! 
I've seen better spelling on New York Sub-
ways! 
Great job to the seniors who have been off 
impressing the hell out of various companies 
during their secondary interviews. Its too bad 
that we are going to lose many of you in May. 
Pisz and Delorey will get together with each of 
you individually and analyze your financial 
pro fLies so that a proper entry fee for parties can 
be determined. 
All right, that 's all for this week. LITP! 
JSLI TOODLES! (Damn that 's a stupid way to 
end a column!) 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Hello to everyone. I hope classes are going 
well. First off I hope the pledges enjoyed 
bonding with the sister last Tuesday night. It 
was a lot of fun and you do !iing o well! And 
to Beth B. - I meant the pledges. The time is 
drawing near ~o let's \e~: '>orne real sisterhood! 
Thanks al~o to the guys of AXP and ATO for 
their ho~pitality in recent weekend . We had a 
lot of fun. Rcmemhcr therc ban American Red 
Cross Blood Drive on Wed and Thurs. oflhb 
week! Try to get to Alumni Gym and give the 
gift of life. Officer Interest in ton1ght ~o 
everyone think real hard about what qualitie\ 
they have to strengthen the :.orority. Now some 
jokes from the peanut gallery: It seems a 
certaJn si\ler has been at it again fixing thing' 
with her new tool box. Let'sjust hope she and 
another !oLSter May away from gas station<; and 
wind hield w1pers! E-.pecially if KAP is just 
going to mark up her carl Cafa has a new line 
and apparently it worked! To Holly Beth -
there is no Nonh Shore of Providence. Re-
member pledges - briefs are briefs. Quote for 
the pledges: Do you know where your pledge-
sisters are? Everyone have a good week and 
we'll char later. Parting thought: 
"For there is no friend like a sister 
in calm or stormy weather 
to cheer one on the tedious way 
to fetch as one goes astray 
to lift as one totters down 
to strengthen whilst one stands 
-C. Rosetti 
Another week together, another week of 
pledging, another week of totally exhausting 
fun! Pledging has been really exciting. Very 
busy, but fun as well. Thanks and kudos to the 
guys at ATO. SAE. and the Crows for their 
hospitality and good company. We hope to 
have more such events with all of you in the 
future .. Raid? Did I hear the work raid? Who 
could be next? Guys (and sisters too), you'd 
bene' always be looking over your shoulder. 
You never know who may be next .. - Piedge 
retreat was this past weekend. Yet another 
bonding experience. We are getting closer and 
closer as a class, acting more and more as 
one ..... Can't wait for breakfast guys! 7:30 
A.M.!!! Right Sue? How we love our 
DAKA!!I Well another week, another article. 
I'll just stick by "my true blue old CHUMS!!" 
Delta Pbl Epsilon 
The Sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon would like 
to announce the pinning of sister Wanda Glea-
son to Tom Purcell, a brother of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon. Congratulations - WE ARE SO 
HAPPY FOR YOU! This column is dedicated 
to you both, the cutest couple on campus. 
Pledge progress • you guys are actually 
shaping up (probably because of Matt Tapley's 
innuence.) Your one - third pearls and MIA 
sheeu were done weeks before deadline. The 
Sister social events were outstanding, and 
you're wearing your pins!! Wow, with this 
much progress, you might actually become 
Sisters by 1995! Keep up the good wortc. Also, 
- - - -~-
look~ like Sharron will be the first to fimsh her 
pledge book - Good Job, babe. 
Congratulations to those Sisters who were 
elected for executive positions. Next year's 
Sisterhood is looking stronger than ever! 
Upcoming events- SPRING RUSH!! Will 
you be lucky enough to be invited?? It look like 
it'll be a real blast ! ! 
Lastly. our deepest sympathies go to Sister 
Kate Knapp, an alumnae who graduated in 
1991, and her family. Kate - We feel your loss 
immensely and grieve with you on the passing 
of your younger brother. You know we're 
always here for you and would do anything to 
help you- give us a call or come visit. We could 
use a pretty face like yours to brighten our days. 
JSL 
InterFraternity Council 
For our first article of the new year the IFC 
would' like to congratulate all of the newly 
elected fraternity presidents. We hope you are 
ready to wortc because we've got a lot of 
material for you. To start off everyone must 
finish their Chapter Review/Exit Interviews 
with Nancy and an IFC officer by the middle of 
February. Please try to get your appointments 
set as soon as possible if you haven't already. 
We also have some proposed changes to the 
Judicial Board's Greek Code of Conduct for 
you to approve and Greek awards for all of you 
to apply for. And al l of that work is just to get 
you staned. We'll be giving you more in the 
coming week. 
Spring rush has begun. Any freshmen who 
d1d not rush in the fall now have an opponunity 
to rush any of three fraternities holding a spring 
rush. Those fraternities are Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon. Alpha Chi Rho, and Zeta Psi. Rush began 
Monday January 27th and will last until Febru-
ary 21st. This is not as long as the fall rush so 
freshmen are encouraged to move quickly to 
become familiar with the fraternity. We would 
also like to remind freshmen thinking about 
ru!ohing that fratemiuc~ are not about drinking, 
partie'>. and o;ex. Fraternities build leadership 
~lo..ilb, encourage scholar<.hip. \ uppon active 
Involvement m the community and enhance 
O\ era II per.,onal growth and development. 
Fratcm111Cs entrust to the1r member'> the will-
ingne~' to take the miuauve in any -.ituauon 
and ~Land up for who they are. Fmternnic:. can 
be an important part of the whole ·college 
experience' and the next four week~ will be 
your bc\t opponunity to )ec for your,elve .... 
Thi~Saturday Nancy Hunter Denney w1ll be 
'ponsoring a rush luncheon at the lower wedge. 
The lunch will be from twelve to two and all 
Ru'>h Chairman are invited to attend. Tau 
Kappa Epsilon CEO T.J. Schmidt will be the 
guest speaker and w11J be addre'>'>ing many 
different rush strategies. He 1s an energeuc and 
emotional speaker and he 1:. sure to impres~ 
you. 
In the works at the moment is a new course 
D-term entitled Greek Life 101. This course 
will meet once a week and will address several 
issues important to the Greek System. We 
invite up to six freshmen and sophomores from 
each Greek chapter on campus to attend. The 
course will enhance our pool of potential lead-
ers, allow members of the Greek system to 
interact, and discuss current Greek life social 
issues. We are bringing in several great speak-
ers and trying to raise money through different 
chapters' national education fund. Any assis-
tance your chapter can provide will be appreci-
ated. This has been 'a success on several other 
campuses and looks like it will fare just as well 
here. 
Finally, since elections were held last night 
I would just like to thank Mike Mastergeorge, 
Dave King, Bill Cramer, Dan Stephann, Scott 
Borges. Steve Rousseau and Brian McNeany 
for guiding us through a turbulent year. I wish 
the best of luck to all the new officers (you 'U 
need it). 
Phi Sigma Sigma 
Congratulations Kirsten on a successful 
Rock-a-thon. Thanks to many who donated we 
were able to raise about $1,000 for the National 
Kidney Foundation. Roses to S~y. Jen K., 
Mel M., Lisa G., Beth M., Senya, Kathy L., and 
Cathy F. for obtaining a 4.0 GPA for I term. 
Also to Deb and Robin for a 4.0 for 2 terms. 
And last but not least, cong.ratulations to Amy 
B., Julie V., and Tina for, I think I lost count, 
let's just say many consecutive terms of a 
perfect GPA. You guys are incredible. 
And now for the spons update. Tori keeps 
up the good work on the slopes, but watch out 
because Gayle's times are getting closer! Way 
to go DebS., Jen S., and Lily for victories over 
UMass Boston and UMass Dartmouth. Oleer 
them on at their next meet against Wheaton Feb 
15. 
Well in case anyone is coming beck a few 
days early next year don't forget to look for our 
Orientation Leaders Senya, Jenn Charland, 
Lily, and pledge Joceyln. Aod I'm sure our 
new SHD Jen Shiel will be around gett1ng 
Riley ready for yet a new freshmen class. 
And now for the gossip. There are a few 
questions that some of us would like to know. 
For instance, Beama what number game plan 
are we on now? I didn't think you could be so 
creative and so effective. And Johanna seems 
to be taking her pi II ow wherever she goes. Any 
reason for that? A special message to Phill -
Jenn S. says hang in there. She really needs 
your laughter. And third floor look out, DC #II 
and 2 are moving in!!! 
Just a few reminders to keep the house 
clean. Nikki you are doing a great job -
standing O's for you. Don't forget the rape 
program with FIJI Tuesday night. And for 
those of you who are concerned about our 
environment there is a special "Save the Envi-
ronment" seminar Thursday from 7:00 -
9:00pm in Perreault Hall. And forthoseofyou 
who are wondering if you have to rent a tux for 
the Winter format Cupid 's Revenge Friday, 
Feb. 7 .... you don't. So now you have no excuse 
not to go. Hurry-up and get your tickets in the 
Student Activitjes Office because they are 
starting to go pretty quickly. It is going to be 
a great time. Did I mention an all you can eat 
buffet, free transponation, cash bar (to those of 
age of course), and free passes to a great 
weekend of entertainment brought to you by 
SocCom? 
And naturally I saved the best for last. 
Thanks goes out to our awesome pledge class 
for a great social. You guys are the best. Keep 
up the good work!!! Don't forget we're still 
psyched on you. Special hello to my little sister 
Sue F. and giant hug to Cathy. Until next 
week ........... LITP 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Hello.Thanks to all you industrious Sig 
Alphs who helped out in the MDA Bowl-a-
Thon. Mondo Funds should be raised thanks to 
your effons. 
Congrats to all of the new officers. We are 
pleased with the selection of Bruce Hill a.s 
pre~1dent (on both counts). Brian McNeany as 
VP (the time is now), and da boyz as soc1al (oh 
God .. ). 
But the mo't impressive of victories wa~ 
that of the powerhouse combination of Zam-
arro, NatJier.aud Jccbs forCS\PR. Congratula-
tions to the three of you, we know you' ll don 
greut job. 
Be :.urc to wear your gas masks: Swahili 1\ 
back with a vengeance.~ the gutter boys have 
already learned. the loud way. RAAAAAAH! 
Best wi,hes to Levere in his new living 
quanen.; not only has he left hi ~ life of h1gh 
tech entenamment behind. but now he has to 
live w11h ANOTHER PERSON!!! Actually. 
his new roommate IS more I ike a large hormone 
with no diScretion, so sleeping in a padlocked 
sleeping bag isn't a bad idea for the oh-so-
whiteone. Pleased to seeourbro's on the WPI 
hoop team making serious contributions to the 
winning cause. Pledge Hawley's last second 
bucket against Brandeis was most timely. and 
Wurm is a definate MVP candidate. 
Congratulations to the pledges for their 
commitment to excellence and their Herculean 
effons. Whatever. Here's a word to check out 
in Mr. Webster's Dictionary: RAID. Moving 
right along .... 
Congratulations to Allamo (alias Indiana) 
for showing true restraint at last Monday morn-
ing happy hour. Mom and Dad (not to mention 
THE BOSS) would not approve! Wonder how 
Krafty will get along with his new roommate? 
The party never ends in room I. 
Enough said. My Flappa. Bye. 
Sigma Pi 
Spring Rush is on! Joe Gifford has put 
together a great Rush. Events include: Naked 
Beer Slides with Clueless, Live Sex shows 
(Thanks Jim), indoor Sledding with Nate and 
Squirrel. and l.ift a Car with Timmy. As 
always we will have study sessions with Lima, 
Carter, Brady and Alpha. Joe hopes to get a 
large group of new pledges. The House is 
behind you, Joe (and Yahoo, too). 
Saturday night was the Twenty-Fifth An-
nual BEACH PARTY at the Pi. Many alumni 
returned to witness the historical event. Fish-
eye the Screaming Dog provided tunes in the 
Lounge. Timmy was seen disappearing rather 
early with a certain someone .... Tom was seen 
buried in the sand with a certain 
someone .... and Squirrel was seen dancing by 
himself (Imagine that!). Hey Toohey, what 
were you thinking? We were somewhat let 
down that Kennard didn't rna.ke his annual run 
to the tower. Maybe next year, Scott. 120 
brothers and alumni were in attcodance. 
Sigma Pi's basketbaJ I team bas finally come 
together. Fan support is high and Diclcy started 
passing tbe ball. The Hockey team posted yet 
another viaory over SAE on Sunday. Jim 
Continu~d on page I I 
• 
• 
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TWO TOWERS AFTER 
HOURS 
Special Afternoon Feature 
Comedian 
Scott LaRose 
Gompei 's Place 
Saturday, Feb. 8th, 
2 PM 
$1 .00 admission 
***FREE admission with Gold Card*** 
NEWSPEAK 
SOCCOMM PRESENTS: 
Sunday, February g th 
6 :30 & 9:30 PM in Perreault Hall 
$2.00 admission 
***FREE admission with gold cards*** 
Tuesday February 4, 1992 NEWSPEAK Page 11 
CLASSIFIEDS 
MOSHING MADNESS!! h' s the 
Apothecary - Live at the Battle of the 
Bands video! Get the entire 30 min. head-
banging perfonnance for $5. VIIS fonnat 
only. Email or mail Hooker, Box 905 to 
order. 
SPRING RUSH ishere!!Comedownto 
TKE 12.nWll9pm and meet the brothers at 
our first Spring '92 rush event 
WANTED: FIVE BRAZILIAN rush 
LLAMAS. MUS1tau BE HOUSE kappa 
BROKEN. AND HAVE ALL epsilon 
MEDICAL PAPERS AND SHOTS to-
night! -TKE 
ATTN, PROJECf SUFFERERS! DO 
YOU NEED SOME RELIEF? FREE 
HELP A V AlLABLE DESIGNING SUR-
VEYS OR STATISTICAL ANALYSJS. 
CONTACfMATT@ BOX 1830R 791-
7034 
Myschiefwould especially like to thank 
the JA YMONSTER for picking up the ball 
to rock on a hard 4th and 10. Jason Wright 
can do two things at once! It 's all in how 
you manage it. 
Y'know, thecutenessofagirl is directly 
proportional to her takenness 
ROOMMATE WANTED! Five minute 
walk from WPI. Will have own room. 
Rent is $150 a month plus utilities per 
month. Immediate Occupancy! Call Chris 
at 757-2931. 
WPI MEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM. 
It's not new; It 's improved!! Watch us play 
other chools uch as P.C., NU, UMass. 
BU. AUC, UNH. Amherst, HolyCross and 
more! See our schedule in this paper! 
Apartments: 2,3.4 bedrooms in 3 fami-
lies. Short walk 10 campus. Gas appli-
ances, parking, lowe!>! rent. Call Edie at 
799-2728 or 842-1583. 
SPRING BREAK '92 - Jamaica from 
$439, Cancun from $429. Florida from 
$119. TRAVEL FREE! Organize a small 
group. For info and reservations call STS 
1-800-648-4849. 
CANNERY WORKERS/ALASKA -
Hiring $600+ weekly. Over 8000 open-
ings. Male/female. Free trnn<iportation. 
Room and board. Call E.I.C. NOW! 1-
206-736-7000 ext. 5836B5. 
Missing: I pair of women's underwear, 
last seen at Theta Chi. If found please 
rerum to BGFH. -Thanks ! -
Apartments. 3 -5 bedrooms. large. spa-
cious. Close to campus. clean and bright. 
Available for '92- '93 rental. Make ap-
pointment now to sec. 792-0049. 
Want more info on majors and careers? 
Come to: WHAT TO BE OR NOT TO 
BE .... Tucsday, February II. 1992. ?-
9:30pm. Lower Wedge. 
The green blue jay sings at dawn on the 
LOOK YOUR VERY BEST 
With a New Cut and Style 
By GREAT CUTS! 
GREAT CUT PLUS 
Shampoo, Conditioner, 
Precision CuL Exactly 
tbe way you like it. 
We Gurantee it! $z:~ 
• CONVENIENT 
• P ROFESSIONAL 
• AFFORDABLE 
• FRIENDLY 
Students - Faculty - Staff 
AlcohoUsm research project seeks 
MALE VOLUNTEERS 
• Ages 20 to 45 
• Father and paternal grandfather are or were alcohollc 
• Your drug/alcohol use must not be substantial/excessive 
Paid $35 for participating 
Telephone interview - Testing session - Questionnaires 
Contact: Russell Surveyer, Ph .D(cand) 
Testing done in an office in the Elm Park 
area of Worcester. You may call collect: 
(508) 4 78-2576 
r--------------------------, Newapeell w~l run ctaSSIIIedslree lor 11 WPistudeniS. faculty. and 11111 FrM duallteda 111 hmned to SIX (S) IIfliS Ads 
ot a commllfclat nature and eds longer than IlK tones must be paid tor at the oil Colmpus/llommercllll rate ol $5.00 lor 1111 fttllt &IK 
lines and 50 cents pet edclotoonal line 
Ctus~oed lids must be p,tld tor on adVance 
No onlormauon which. on the opn«~ ol ill Nlwspuk edoiCQ. would lden!Jfy an lncmdualto the communtry w•t be prinUicl 
on e1)8<10n811d The edotOfS ,_.!he nght to refuse any ad deemed to be In IIMIIUII or many Ids from one group 01 OndlviQJal 
ononeaubject 
The deadline tor ade 11 noon on the Ft'ldly before publoc:atoon 
All claSSIIIad ads mull b4l on lnd!VIeluatlheets ol papet and must be aocompanled by the wnt~a nemo. add.ress a.nc:t phone 
number Name ____________________________ Phone ____________ _ 
Address Total Enclosed $ __ _ 
Allow only 30 characters per line 
L--------------------------~ 
fencepOl>l behind the barn on Sunday 
Night... 
Freudian Dream'\ and Arsenio Hall ... 
My dog pooped alummum 
Boy ! That spaghelli and vegetables 
sure looh good ! 
Or how about some green pudding?? 
Did we finish too early this week? 
GREEK CORNER (Continued from page 9) 
Payne has his third shutout and Axt has hb 
founh hat-tnck. Playoff ~hould be a breeze .... 
Thto; weeks Public Humiliation Bone goelt 
out to Mike Brady. I can't believe you went to 
vi<;it the Dumptruck for second (or are those 
rumor. about last year true?). Hey Mtkc. what 
sex i'i 11 anyway? This Gonad's for you Shady-
1. 
Quote of the Week: Toot, I mean Jackson: 
''I've never been anractcd to a 'iOrority girl 
before.". 
See ) OU next Tue .. dny! -YFAipha 
Tau Kappa F:psilon 
Dude,, most of you already know that 
Spring ru'th hru. begun! That mean' you, all 
you freshman GOI's. come down to the hou1.c 
tonight. We're going to have a Fie~ta. (kinda 
almost ltke a paahty) We still need many 
Brazilian Llamas so be sure to stop by with 
them and meet the brother.! 
Eh. Eh. Eh, Eeeeeeh, Eh! Waaaaaaaa our 
house huns. Let's tell the landlord. We're 
c,ony you gtrl had to rebuild your house. Eh. 
Eh. ch, Waaaaaaaaaa! It l>Cems like you girls 
have lost that Iovin' feeling. Oh well. we're 
sure you'll get it back. 
Congratulations to all the New Members for 
finishing slight inconvenience week. We're all 
proud of you guys, you did a great job. We 
really love it when you come and wake us up in 
the morning. If you can call it morning. 
NO GIMMICKS .. ~ 
EXTRA INCOME NOW!~ 
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $000 fNefY week -
Free Details: SASE to 
Bfookalnttmltlonal, Inc. 
P.O. 80K 680605 • Orlando, FL 32868 
Zeta Psi 
Jee7c, 11 sure has been a while. I'm sony for 
the lack of article~ the last two weeks but I 
haven't been myself I guess. (or ts he just a 
slacker?) All the associates are havtng the time 
of the1r lives nght about now. Ebersole needi. 
his stuff though. 1 gue~s he's ju-;t hangtn out 
with hill electronics right now. Hi Stereo 
what's up? "it'sjust another brid. in the wall" 
Oh IS that right? I thought o. Woog on the 
other hand is hangin out wtth h1s unne Ht 
urme what' s up'l I'd liJ...e 32skinned hyenru.. 67 
blind <;autced white cave sptders. and roast 
hippopatamus spleen plea~. Ba'iement is 
fake. A plasttc model. .JU\l go looJ... 11 looks 
good but it doesn't look real anymore 
Ground I log's Day Eve Pany for real'/ Sure. 
Insulted or Ensalted Shane you bru.tard. Two 
yean> of your life is definitely not fries or rings. 
Pete has been realiLcd of his obligation to 
HELL and is now allowed to remain here on 
earth once again. You muM work your butt for 
two years .... psyche! Thanks to all the people 
who hung in there for initiation .. .l'm writing 
on frida) . Congratulations. Green French 
Toast is preuy good actually. I thmk I'll 
keep backups now Pyro. So I can just change 
that to violent and win ... yep. Ski trip was 
upposed to be two days but seemed like two 
months ... ask people who wept about the en-
tropy balancing that occurred. Two drivers-
Both named Dave both driving a red 
scirocco ... the chances of that happening are 
impossible to one. Problems problems. 
unbelievabe. h 's tradition to have a 
mosh/pillow fight extravaganza when the 
heavy part of Smells Like Teen Spirit 
comes on MTV in the living room. The 
Madonna dance to the Paula Abdul song 
is also becoming trendy getting lengthy. 
none of the above is just not lucky I guess 
life just happens to suck OhoHOHHHH! 
same zetc time same zete flannel! 
Worcester Consortium 
CAREER DAY '92 
Wednesday, February 26 
College of the Holy Cross 
Hogan Center 
1 OAM - 3 PM 
(Snow Date February 27) 
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INFORMATION 
Clubs take 
note: Photos 
for yearbook 
On Thursday, Feb. 13, and Friday. Feb. 14. 
there will be a photographer on campus to take 
club group photos. There will be a sign-up 
sheet in the Peddler mailbox until Wednesday. 
Feb. 12. This will be the only time for such 
photo . Any clubs that do not have their photo 
taken must s.ubmit their own photos for mclu-
' ion in the yearbool.. 
Thursday, Feb. 13 
Kinnicut Hall (tentative) 
9:00-4:00 
friday, Feb. 14 
Lower Wedge 
9:00-4:00 
Any question , call x524S 
Russian 
economist to 
speak at WPI 
Professor Leonid F. Bl 'akhman, an econo-
mist at St Petersburg University, will speak at 
WPI on Thursday, February 6, at 4:30p.m. An 
advisor to St. Petersburg Mayor Anatolii 
Sobchak, Professor Bl'akhman will address 
the issueof "The Russian Economy Today - Is 
There a Way Out". The address will be given 
in the Newell Lecture Hall, Atwater Kent 11 6. 
Professor Bl'akhman's visit is sponsored by 
the Center for lnt.emational Studies directed by 
Professor Hossein Hakim (EE). The visit was 
arranged by Professor Konstantin Lurie (MA). 
Professor Boriakoff (EE) and Professor Dunn 
(HU) are currently working with Russian insti-
tutions of higher learning to make it possible 
for WPI students to spend a semester of study 
in Russia. Students who are interested in the 
program are urged to allend Professor 
Bl'akhman's lecture, and/or contact either 
Professor Boriakoff or Professor Dunn. 
NEWSPEAK HUMOR 
NEWSPEAK Tuesday February 4 , 1992 
Tuesday, February 4, 1992 
4:00pm - DiscuJ.SIOn by art1~t Jeffrey Brosk. speaking about his work. Clark Un1versi ty. Goddard Library Rare Book Room. 
7:00pm - Con\onium: Battle of the Brain'>, Perreault Hall, Fuller Labs, Adm•~~ion: Free. 
8:00pm - Saxophone Recital. William Malone. Zecco Performing Art\ Center, Anna Maria College. 
8:00pm - Concen: HolyCros-. Chamber Pia yen.. 20th Century Mu~•c forthe Harp~icord , Voice and Diverse Instrument~. Fenwicl. Chapel. 
Wednesday. February 5, 1992 
1:00 and 8:00pm Holy Cro~.,. Film: "Eating", Kimball Theatre. Admi.,..,ion: S l 50 with college ID 
7.00pm - Con,on10m: Batt le of the Brain,. Perreault Hall, Fuller Labs. Admi\'>IOn Free. 
7:10pm Worcc,tcr State College. Concen • Go,pcl music featuring the MA Worcester Go<,pcl Choir, Sulhvan Academic Center 
Auditorium. 
8:00pm - Video: "Memphis Belle". Gompei\ Plact:. Admts~ion: Free. 
8:00pm - Holy CrO!>'i. Speaker: Paul Lcwi <; of Boston College. "Sadist Humor in Po p Culture," Hogan Campus Center Ballroom. 
8:30pm - Pajama Jammie Jam - Dance Pany, Becker College. Worcester Campu<.. Student Center, College ID and pajamas required. 
Thursday, february 6, 1992 
7:00pm - Worcc~ter An Museum: Exhibit open, · In-sights: Carol Hepper Gallery. Talk Carol Hepper. 
8:00pm - Holy Cross. Performance: Holy Cross Dancers present Peter and the Wold and repcnory. Fenwick Theatre, Admission: $2.00. 
f riday, february 7, 1992 
7:00pm - Class of '93 Semiformal: Midnight Chffe Rest. Admission: $25. 
7:00pm - February 7 and 8, Holy Cross. Film: "Class Action", Kimball Theatre, Admission: $ 1.50 with college 10. 
8:00pm - Two Towers After Hours presents: Comedian Scott Larose. Gompei's Place, Admission: $ 1.00. 
8:00pm - Holy Cross, Performance: Holy Cross Dancers present Peter and the Wold and repcnory. Fenwick Theatre, Admission: $2.00. 
8:00pm and 9:30pm - Tatnuck Bookseller & Sons Marketplace, 355 Chandler St., Comedy Night. Don White ond Julie Bar, $6.00 
9:00pm - AACS: The Dance Pany. Gompei 's, $2. 
9:30pm - G. Will ickers. Rt. 20 Shrewsbury. Bands: Lickety Split, Slant 6 & The Jumpstans, and Whiskey Cit) 
Saturday, february 8, 1992 
IO:OOam - Worcester An Museum: Workshop, Sculpture with Carol Hepper. 
2:00pm - Comedian Scott Larose, Gompei 's, $ 1. 
3:00pm - Mechanics Hall, International Ani~t s series Family Concen with Tom Paxton, call 752-0888 for tickets. 
8:00pm - Holy Cross. Performance: Holy Cross Dancers present Peter and the Wold and repenory, Fenwick Theatre, Admission: $2.00. 
8:00pm and 9:30pm- Tatnucl. Bookseller & Sons Marketplace, 355 Chandler St., Jazz - Duke Levine Group. $7.00 
I O:OOpm - Holy Cross, Campus Band. ' 'The Toads'' 
Sunday, February 9, 1992 
2:00pm - Mechanics Hall Travelogue: "Germany After the Wall" with Fran Reidelberger. Tickets at the door. 
3:00pm - Worcester An Museum: Concen Peter and the Wolf. 
6:30pm and 9:30pm- Film: "Dead Again", Perreault Hall, $2. 
Monday, February 10, 1992 
7:00pm - Worcester State College, One Lancer Place, Singer/gui tarist Gary Valentine. 
7:00pm and 9:00pm - Holy Cross. Film: "Diary of Anne Frank". Fine An s Series, Hogan Campus Cen1er, room 519. 
tt=:::=? I 
